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, SUMMARY 

1 .1 Non-intrusive fieldwork strategies conforming to the Department of 
Transport's (now the Highways Agency) Design Manual for Roads and 
Bridges Volume 11 (DMRB) stage 3 archaeological assessment (detailed 
evaluation works) were prepared for 23 sites or areas lying within the 
proposed widening corridor of the M6 motorway between junctions 16 and 
20 in Cheshire. These strategies utilised different com binations of five 

1.2 

• "00 n"m"lv fieldwalkina aeoohvsical survey, earthwork survey, 
environmental sampling and trial trenching. Where appropriate, staged 
strategies using two or more techniques were used. 

The Cultural Heritllgc (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report And the 
Stage 3 fieldwork completed to date shows that the proposals will have a 
direct impact on 39 known sites or areas of archaeological, architectural 
and/or historic importance and potential. 

1.3 This report summarises the methodology and results of the Stage 3 
fieldwork completed to date; it is envisaged that this report will be updeted 
as fieldwork continues. The results of this work has, in some cases, 
allowed the mitigation measures outlined in the Cultural Heritage 
(Archaeology) Specialist Report to be down-graded. The results so far 
obtained allow an initial assessment of the effects of the scheme on the 

. ' -' -�' .. IDentlTlea Sites tu u" I' . "Ij HOU" "'''","UO "'"' 
.. '" 

completion of the Stage 3 works and other appropriate investigations to 
offset these effects, are also outlined. 
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INTRODUCTION 

2.1 In August 1994, Anthony Walker and Partners (AWP) produced a Cultural 
Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report conforming to the 
requirements of the Department of Transport's Design Manual for Roads and 
Bridges, volume 11 "Environmental Assessment" (DMRB)' published in June 
1993 (revised August 1994). This identified 138 sites of archaeological, 
architectural and/or historic interest within the study corridor defined for the 
•• ,, " ThA ' �. -'-" I that the orooosals would have 
an adverse impact on 39 sites (see figures 1.1 to 1.1 1) and that the 
potential impact of the scheme on a number of the archaeologicel sites or 
areas could not be assessed until further information had been gathered. 
Accordingly, a programme of DMRB Stege 3 deteiled 8vuluation works was 
initiated. 

2.2 On the basis of the results of the Volume 2 Specialist Report and the extent 

2.3 

of the proposed construction corridor, fieldwork strategies were prepared for 
23 sites or areas (see figures 2.1 to 2.11). These strategies used different 
combinations of five techniques, nemely fieldwalking, geophysical survey, 
earthwork survey, environmental sampling and trial trenching; where 
appropriate, staged strategies using two or more techniques were used. 
Several of the areas were in mUltiple ownership and so were sub-divided for 
operational convenience. 

By definition, archaeological field walking is a non·intrusive technique which 
takes place in areas of ploughed or recently planted soil. To date, the 
various field walking areas identified by the Volume 2 Specialist Report have 
not been in a suitable state of cultivation and so this element of the Stage 
3 fieldwork programme has not yet baen carried out. This work will be 
undertaken, as and when a crop window bacomes available. 

2.4 The methodologies and results of the non-intrusive fieldwork completed to 
date are summarised in this report. The results obtained so far have, in 
some cases, allowed the mitigation measures outlined in the Volume 2 
Specialist Report to be modified. They have also allowed an initial 
assessment of the effects of the scheme on the identified sites to be 
produced. Mitigation maasures, including the completion of the Stage 3 
works and other appropriate archaeological invastigations to offset these 
effects, are also outlined. 

2.5 It should be noted that throughout this report, the term "site" refers to 
those sitcs idontified and numbered in the Volume 2 Specialist Report, 
whereas the term "area" refers to the 23 areas of archaeological potential 
in which fieldwork has either taken place or is planned to take place. 

2 
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3 GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Following the recommendations in the Volume 2 Specialist Report, 
five areas were selected for a programme of geophysical survey 
(Areas 8, 10, 13, 14 and 18 on figures 2.1 to 2.11), Two of 
these areas were originally recommended only for trial trenching 
but it was felt that geophysical survey data had the potential to 
target the trial trenching and so reduce the amount of future worK 
that might be required, Areas 10,13 and 18 were sub-divided into 
their respective land parcels (Areas 10.1 and 10.2, 13.1 to 13.3, 
and 18.1 to 18.4). 

3.1.2 The total area of geophysical survey was 6.19 hectares. Each 
area was to be surveyed in its entirety. The Survey work took 
place In SeptemDer Il:!l:! .. ·. 

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 The geophysical surveys were carried out using magnetometer 
survey, a technique which measures small differences (anomalies) 
in the earth's magnetic field caused by buried archaeological 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. . _:" ., �, b.�� h".;a.-l '� •• n". 

objects can cause very strong magnetic anomalies, which can 
obscure the weaker archaeological anomalies detected by this 
technique. In addition, it should be noted that certain types of 
small or non-linear archaeologil::i:l1 features are very hard to detect 
by this technique and may therefore be present even where results 
are negative. 

3.2.2 It was known that buried gas and oil pipelines. both live and 
disused, passed either through or near each of the survey areas. 
Nevertheless. it was felt that any positive survey results would be 
beneficial in enhancing the archaeological knowledge and targeting 
any future work. The extent of the magnetic disturbance was kept 
under review, and the strength of the response in Area 18.1 led to 
the abandonment of survey in Area 18.2. The area of survey in 
Area 18.4 was also substantially reduced for this reason. 

3.2.3 The geophysical survey utilised a grid of 20m squares which was 
established over each of the survey areas. Each grid square was 
surveyed using traverses at 1 m intervals, with a reading taken 
every 0.5m along each traverse, giving a total of 800 readings in 
each 20m grid square. The grids were laid out by AWP surveyors 
and were tied into the Ordnance Survey National Grid and other 
survey stations. 
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3.3 Summary of Results 

Area 8 (south of Bostock House) (see figure 3) 

3.3.1 Area 8 lay west of the M6 and south of Bostock House (NGR 
SJ773567 centred). The area allocated for survey was an 
irregularly-shaped block of land totalling 0.88 hectares. This area 
was surveyed in an attempt to determine the presence of any 
archaeological features associated with brick kiln field names 
identified by the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 2/12). 

3.3.2 The existence of buried pipelines meant that approximately 1 3% 
of the surveyed arca was obscured. Nevertheless, a linear 
anomaly was recognised in the extreme north-west corner of the 
survey area, while two parallel linear anomalies crossed the central 
area on a north-west to south-east alignment (see figure 3). None 
of the recorded anomalies appeareo to relalelo lne 

" ,,;'" VI 
a post-medieval brick kiln and the straight linear anomalies are 
most likely to be old field boundaries, drains or tracks, of unknown 
date, although no such features are depicted on the various 
historic maps of the survey area. 

Area 10 (north of Bostock House) (see figure 4) 

3.3.3 Area 10 was divided into two survey areas, 10.1 (NGR SJ774570 
centred) and 10.2 (NGR SJ774571 centred). The survey areas lay 
either side of the northern boundary of a field lying north of 
Bostock House and adjacent to the west side of the M6. Area 
10.1 was an irregula rly-shaped block of land totalling 0.26 
hectares, while Area 10.2 was a 30m square (0.09 hectares). 
Th .. \1nl, ,mo ? <:n .. .-jQI;d Reaort had identified a aossible course of 
King Street Roman road (site 2/13) passing through the northern 
part of Area 10 while to the south the site of a former medieval 
manorial complex had been recorded (site 2/14). 

3.3.4 No significant geophysical anomalies were recorded in Area 10.2. 

In Area 10.1, a single tentative linear anomaly end three pit-like 
anomalies were recorded (see figure 4). While there is no clear 
indication that these features are of archaeological signilicance, the 
possibi li ty remains that they were associated with one of the sites 
mentioned above. 

Area 13 (south of Bridge 14) 

3.3.5 Area 13 was divided into three survey areas, 13.1. 13.2 and 13.3. 

Areas 13.1 (NGR SJ77759S centred) and 13.2 (NGA SJ776597 

centred) lay in two fields on the south side of the A533 and east 
of the M6, opposite Pear Tree Farm, while Area 13.3 lay south of 
the A533 and west of the M6 (NGR SJ775598 centred). The 
Volume 2 Specialist Report had identified a possible course o[ King 
Street Roman road passing through these areas (s ite 3/20). 
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3.3.6 The total area allocated for survey was approximately 0.85 
hectares. However. access could not be gained into Area 1 3.3 
and. given the distorted results obtained in the other two ereas. 
the survey was abandoned. The total area of survey was therefore 
approximately 0.4 hectares. 

3 .3.7 Most of the surveyed area was obscured by pipelines. ferrous 
debris or other disturbance. No significant archaeological 
anomalies were recorded. but due to the extent of the disturbance 
their presence cannot be ruled out. 

3.3.S 

3.3 .9 

Area 14 (north of Bridge 16) 

Area 1 41ay on the west side of the M6. near Prism Ball Sank (NGR 
SJ774605 centred).  The survey area of approximately 0.41 
hectares was positioned to locate any features potentially 

. ... . 
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the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 3/23). 

Part of the surveyed area was obscured by a pipeline. Small 
ferrous disturbances were observed throughout the rest of the 
survey area. but no archaeological features were detected. 

Area 1 B (north and south Of Bridge 24) 

3.3.10 Area 18 was divided into four survey areas, 18.1 to 18.4. Area 
1 8 .1 was a long. irregularly·shaped strip adjacent to the east side 

of the M6 and south of Broad Lane. totalling approximately 1.76 
hectares (NGR SJ748660 centred).  Area lS.2 was a rectangular 
block on the east side of the M6 and north of Broad Lane, with an 
area of 0.8 hectares (NGR SJ746662 centred). Area lS.3 was a 
long. irregularly·shaped strip totalling O.S hectares. lying along to 
the south side of Broad Lane and west of the M6 (NGR SJ745661 
centred) .  Area 18.4 was a strip along the west side of the M6. 
north of Broad Lane. and totalled approximately 0.34 hectares 
(NGR SJ745662 centred). 

3 .3.11 Area 18 was positioned in an attempt to locate any features 
associated with a group 01 post·medieval lield·names, identified by 
the Volume 2 Specialist Report. which may indicate the position of 
an earlier saltworks (site 5/11). 

3.3.12 The whole of Area 18.1 and large parts of Area 18 .3 were 
obscured by pipelines. For this reason, the survey of Area lS.2 
was abandoned and only a small sample of Area 1 8 .4 was 
surveyed. The only anomaly of potential archaeological origin was 
a ditch in Area lS.3, which probably represents an old field 
boundary. 

5 



4 EARTHWORK AND TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 The Volume 2 Specialist Report recommended that four sites 
should be the subject of a detailed earthwork or topographic 
survey (Areas 1, 11, 16 and 20 on figures 2.1 to 2.11).  Two 
additional areas were added to the programme following design 
chanoes to the construction and landscaping proposals (Areas 2 
and 19) while Area 9 was inCluded following the identification of 
an earthwork platform during an initial site inspection. The total 
araa finally allocated for earthwork survey was 1 5.67 hectares. 

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 The survey work was carried out using EDM total station optical 
equipment with data processed on CivilCad software. The position 
at ground level of all upstanding earthworks, buildings and other 
structures considered to be of archaeological, architectural or 
historic interest were recorded and the survey information was 
plotted at 1 :500 scale. Sufficient background information was 
also collected to allow the survey area to be readily located 
through the use of field boundaries, buildings and other 

. . .  .. topog'�J.I'""�' '"''"U''''' ""U "'" 'Y w"" """IJ"""U ,,� .. 

Ordnance Survey national grid and other survey stations. In al l  
cases, the area of survey was confined to those fields directly 
within the proposed construction corridor. 

4.2.2 The earthwork surveys were carried out in September 1 9943, The 
survey data was plotted at a scale of 1 :500 for field checking and 
interpretation, and hachured and contoured plans have been 
produced at 1 :500, The earthwork plans accompanying this report 
are reduced reproductions of these. 

4.3 Summary of results 

4.3.1 

Area 1 (adjacent to Junction 16) 

The Volume 2 Specialist Report identified an area of ridge and 
furrow earthworks in a field to the south-west of Brookwood Hill 
Farm, centred on NGR SJ778526 (site 1/01). These earthworks 
had been plotted from 8erial photographs taken between 1973 and 
1990 but they were not visible during a site visit carried out in 
June 1993, although they may have been hidden by long grass. 
At the time of the earthwork survey, the field was in pasture and 
the grass was up to 0.3m in height. 

4.3.2 The length of the grass at the time of the survey meant that it was 
not possible to identify any of the ridge and furrow earthworks. 
However, when viewed from the A500. the south-eastern part of 
the field appeared to contain alternate bands of light and dark 



4.3.3 

vegetation running down the slope; it is likely that these relate to 
slight ridge and furrow earthworks that were visible on the aerial 
photographs. 

The only other feature of significance identified by the survey was 
a shallow-sided irregularly·shaped depression, approximately 35m 
long and 1 .5m deep and aligned southwest-northeast, in  the 
northern part of the field. This may represent a former sand or 
marl pit. or a pond. 

Area 2 (north·east of New Farm) (see figure 5) 

4.3.4 The Volume 2 Specialist Report identified an area of ridge and 
furrow earthworks and other features. possibly representing field 
boundaries. in a field centred on NGR SJ77155325 to the north
east of New Farm (site 1 /05). These were visible both on aerial 
photographs taken between 1953 and 1990 and during a field visit 
carried out in October 1 992. At the time of the earthwork survey. 
the field was in pasture with most of the grass being relatively 
short. 

4.3.5 The 1838 Barthomley tithe map shows the survey area to have 
been formed by four separate fields. numbered as 352, 353, 359 

. � T' '" '" "''' V" l"" ",",,",VOL'V' "" " '0 ',,"'" � V • 

part of the present field, in the angle between Radway Green Road 
and Smithy Lane, was formed a small approximately rectangular 
field containing two small buildings. numbered as 352 and listed 
as "House, outbuildings, garden and orchard" on tlltl 
apportionment. The field to the west. number 353. was named as 
"House and meadow", although no buildings are depicted. The 
buildings are not shown on the 1882 Ordnance Survey first edition 
6" map (sheet 57), The northern part of the boundary between 
fields 361 and 353 is depicted as a stream. 

4.3.6 The survey area is effectively split into two parts by a curvilinear 
depression running from the north side of the field to the south
east corner ('a' on figure 5 ) .  It has a level bottom with banked 
sides standina uo to 1.5m in heiaht. At its narthern end, it is 
approximately 15m wide with both sides clearly visible; however, 
at the eastern end only the north bank was clearly defined, the 
south bank being formed by a very slight earthwork.. The north 
bank represents the former field boundary shown on the 1838 
tithe map between fields 353, 359 and 361. Another bank runs 
approximately parallel to the north side of the depression at its 
north end. but set back up to 1 0m to the east. 

4.3.7 At the western end of this depression is a shallow. semi-circular 
platform approximately 25m across ('b' on figure 5). It has a small 
drainage channel curving around its west side, which rnay have 
deposited the material forming a slight semi·circular spread to the 
north-east of the platform. 

G�\wpwin\arch\,me\m.-g1l3\r!!p(]rt\.ad\' 7 



4.3.8 To the west of the depression is a sub-rectangular area of ridge 
and furrow earthworks, orientated approximately east-west and 
standing to a maximum height of 0.3m ('c' on figure 5). In the 
north-west part of this area is a sub-rectangular depression 
approximately 45m long and 1.5m deep. This is probably the 
remains of a pond ('d' on figure 5) which has been cut through, 
and so post-dates, the ridge and furrow. The south side of the 
ridge and furrow is formed by a shallow ditch, approximately 
125m long. This represents an old field boundary between fields 
361 and 360, the ditch now contains a number of modern 
drainage features. 

4.3.9 To the east of the curvilinear depression 'a' is an irregularly shaped 
area of ridge and furrow earthworks, orientated approximately 
north-south ('e' on figure 5); these are very slight, standing some 
U.<!:Jm In nelgrn. .n me nun ... " .. s{ ,"U' "'" OT mis p .. " u' " ," �;,,, 
are two shallow linear ditches which converge to form a small 
island of ground approximately 40m across ('f' on figure 5). 

4.3.10 It is likely that the buried remains of the two buildings depicted on 
the 1838 tithe map are present in this area. Although two 
platforms are present ('f' and 'g'). there are no specific earthworks 
relating to the buildings. 

Area 9 (north of Bostock House) (see figure 6) 

4.3.11 The Volume 2 Specialist Report identified a field to the east of 
Bostock House as containing the former moated site of Bostock 
Hall (site 2/14) (NGR SJ77385695 centred). The majority of this 
area now lies under the M6 motorway but the field immediately to 
the north is named in the 1841 Hassall tithe map as "Pigeon House 
Croft", suggesting that it may have been the site of a dovecote. 
A Roman road known as King Street, linking Sandbach with 
Warrington, may also have run through the northern end of the 
field, although its actual course is uncertain (site 2/13). At the 
time of the earthwork survey, the field was in grass which had just 
been cut for silage. 

4.3.12 A low earthwork platform is located in the northern end of the field 
('a' on figure 6). It is defined by an east-west 70m long bank 
which. although spread. stands to a height of O.Sm. The bank has 
returns to the north at either end; at the west end, the return 
curves to the west and south, creating a shallow depression. 

4.3.13 A much smaller wedge-shaped platform was also identified 
adjacent to the east side of the field ('b' on figure 6). This is 
approximately 30m across and stands up to 0.5m in height. A 
shallow sub-circular depression and a slight bank were located 
immediately to the south of this platform. At the south IInd of the 
field are two very slight banks. standing to a height of 0.25m, 

!l:\wpwil1\1,�Mrtle:\l:t�3\rllport\afl\7 8 
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which may once have been linked to form an approximately 
-southeast orientated feature. 

4.3. 14  The earthworks to the east of the small platform on the east side 
of the field probably represent the remains of a small oval pond 
and field boundary which is shown on the 1841 Bechton tithe 
map. The slight banks at the south. end of the field may also have 
been part a field boundary or possibly part of the moat shown to 
the north of Bostock Hall in 1841. Nothing appears in the position 
occupied by the large platform on the tithe map or tne lllll;'! 
Ordnance Survey first edition 6" map (sheet 57); it may represent 
a building platform. No earthwork evidence for the possible course 
of King StrAAI Roman road was noted. 

Area 11 (south-east of Lower Roughwood Mill) 

. . , . 
4.;J.10 I ne vOlume z "" n"pu" IllemlTltm HI" ::;I.� v. � .,,"'. ,�nw 

3/03) to the east of Lower Roughwood Mill. which had formerly 
provided the water supply to this building (NGR SJ7755581 5 to 
SJ78025796 linear). Although the leat had been cut into two by 
the construction of the M6 motorway. it survives in varying 
conditions on either side. 

�. ." . • .,-'-7 ,< . . --�--l '''' " 
Mi

'
II" In 1 829 it is named as "Roughwood New Mill", suggesting 

that the older structure may have been demolished. However, 
there are different phases of brickwork visible in the surviving 
struCture, suggesting that all or PiHl of 18th century mill wes 
incorporated into the new building. The mill and leat are shown on 
the 1 840 Betchton tithe map, where the tail race appears to  have 
emerged from a point to the south-west of the mill to run above 
ground along one side of field 785 (which is named as "Pingot", 
meaning "e small piece of land") before entering a stream. A 
similar arrangement is shown on the 1 875 Ordnance Survey first 
edition 25" map Isheet 50 . 1 4). where a "sluice" is marked just 
outside the south-eastern extent of the survey area. Water was 
diverted into the leat from the stream which issued from the pond 
at Higher Roughwood Mill. 

4.3. 1 7  At the time of the earthwork survey. the steep slope to the west 
of the M6 motorway through which the leat ran was covered with 
dense veQetation. The leat was revealed to be aligned 
approximately northwest-southeast, running approximately 1 0m 
above the bottom of the steep slope. It is embanked on its 
downslope side and survives to a width of 0.9m. It no longer 
carries 8 flow of watef and is heavily silted up; no brickwork or 
other lining material could be seen. 

4.3 . 1 8  The leat would have carried water to the north-east side of a brick
built rectangular lean-to positioned on the south-east side of the 
main building. The exact course of the leat near the wheel-house 

t::\wpwlnl,.'eh\m4!l..taQtl3\rllport\ml\7 9 



was difficult to trace, and it may have been carried part of the way 
on a wooden trough or launder. A brief examination of the mill 
showed the overshot wheel to be in situ although in a poor state 
of preservation. The wheel was partly submerged in stagnant 
water as the tail race had been blocked with breeze blocks, leaving 
only a small outlet pipe. The course of the tail race between the 
mill and the stream to the south·west was not visible above 
ground. 

AreB 16 (north of Ward's Lane) 

4.3.19 The Volume 2 Specialist Report identified an area of ridge and 
furrow and other e�rthworks in a field on the north side of Wards 
Lane (NGR SJ7600645 0  centred) (site 4/27) . At the time of the 
earthwork survey the field was in pasture and the centre of the 
field contained an area of woodland and ponds. 

4.3.20 Well-defined ridge and furrow earthworks, orientated northeast
southwest and standing up to 0.3m in height and 5m wide, lay in 
the northern two thirds of the field. At the southern end of tha 
field, the ridge and furrow was overlain by a bank and an are<l of 
built-up ground. probably resulting from tipped material being 
spread during the construction of the M6 motorway. 

4.3.21 The central part of the field, and the ridge and furrow, had been 
disturbed by a number of other earthworks, now located within a 
wooded and hedged area, approximately 110m long and 40m 
wide. At the southern end of this wood are six sub-rectangular 
depressions approximately 2m deep, paired either side of a central 
linear ridge that stands to a height of approximately 3m. The 
de ressions were saucer-shaped in profile and the three on either 
side of the central ridge were linked by narrow channe s. 0 trace 
of any lining survived in the depressions. although some appeared 
to have firm edges which may once have been revetted. The 
northern end of the wood also contained a number of other 
depressions but these were much less regular in shape or profile 
and were more overgrown. 

4.3.22 The 1840 Bradwall tithe map shows that the survey area waS 
divided into four fields, numbered 56. 57, 5 8  and 349 on the 
apportionment. with a wooded central area similar in shape to the 
one present today. Fields 58 and 349 occupied the southern part 
of the field now covered by the dumped material; field 349 is 
named as "Marl Field" and field 58 was named as "The Ridings", 
meaning "cleared land". Fields 56 and 57 ran either side of the 
wooded area and were known as "Golden Field" and "Higher Wich 
Field" respectively. In Cheshire, the term "wich" is usually 
associated with salt manufacture, possibly meaning "land ad joining 
brine pits or salt boiling houses". 



4.3.23 The Ordnance Survey 1872 first edition 25" map (sheet 42. 1 4) 
depicts four of the paired depressions in  the southern part of the 
wood as  un-named ponds, with the outline of five other 
depressions indicated by dashed lines. The depressions are 
probably associated with the extraction of marl which was used as 
a sweetener on agricultural land and many similar groups of 
features can be seen in the surrounding area.  The channels that 
connected the de pressions may have been a way of draining water 
from an <lctive to a disused marl pit. However, given the "wich" 
field name of an adjacent piece of land, it is also possible that the 
depressions were linked to salt extraction and manufacture. 

Area 1 9 (south of niver Croco) 

4.3.24 The Volume 2 Specialist Report identified several fields of well· 
preserved ridge and furrow e<lrthworks in the area around Hill Farm 
and Primrose Farm (site 5/13)  (NGR SJ74606b:l:l ano::OJ '''I-'lOo"o 
centred), The earthworks were visible on aerial photographs taken 
between 1 947 and 1990 and were extant during the preliminary 
w�lkovAr survey which was undertaken in October 199 2 .  At the 
time of the earthwork survey, the large field was in pasture with 
the grass relatively short. The earthwork survey was confined to 
the area of proposed disturbance, that is the western half of the 
field . 

4.3.25 The ridge and furrow is orientated approximately north-south and 
stands up to O.75m in height and 7m wide (average). The 
earthworks run at right angles to the general slope of the field, 
which falls away to the south towards the River Croco which 
formed the northern boundary of the survey area .  A slight 
, _"" � , ... �n' " ... hn """n �t the �""th end of the ridoe and 
furrow. This form of ridge and furrow is generally considered to 
be medieval or early post·medieval in  date. An area of ridge and 
furrow shown on aerial photographs on the east side of the field 
had been buried beneath a large bank of dumped material, a 
situation already noted in Area 1 6. 

Area 20 (south of Mill Lane Farm) 

4.3.26 The Volume 2 Specialist Report identified two fields of ridge and 
furrow earthworks visible from the M6 motorway to the south of 
Mill Lane Farm (site 6/03) (NGR SJ73906805 �nd �.J740568 15 
centred). The western field, in which the earthwork survey took 
place, was covered in long grass at the time of the preliminary 
walkover survey in June 1993 and no features were visible. At 
the time of the earthwork survey, the field was in pasture with the 
grass up to 0.3m in height. 

4.3 .27 Apart from a slight north·south bank, the earthwork survey did not 
rBveal any ridge and furrow Barthworks, probably due to the fact 
that they were obscured by long grass rather than a genuine 
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absence. A tree lined bank, approximately 140m long and 
standing up to O.5m in height. ran parallel to the east side of the 
field and returned at either end; this represents a field boundary 
shown on the 1844 Cranage tithe map. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS FROM STAGE 3 FIELDWORK CARRIED OUT TO DATE 

5.1 Area 1 (adjacent to Junction 16) 

5 . 1  . 1  The earthwork survey did not identify any earthworks associated 
with ridge and furrow recorded in this area by the Volume 2 
Specialist Report (site 1 /01), although alternate bands of light and 
dark vegetation running down the slope in the south·western part 
"I .hA -

f;"lrl mav relate to them. The only other feature of 

significance identified by the survey was a shallow-sided 
irregularly.shaped depression, approximately 35m long and 1 .5m 
deep and aligned southwest-northeast, in the northern part of the 
field; it may represent (] former sand or marl pit, or a pond. 

5.2 Area 2 (north-east of New Farm) 

5. 2.1 The earthwork survey in this area recorded several tormer TiSla 
boundaries, an area of well preserved ridge and furrow, and a pond 
identified by the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 1/05) .  More 
significantly, the north·eastern part of the survey area adjacent to 
Radway Green Road was found to contain an earthwork platform 
associated with two former buildings named as "House, 
outbuildings, garden and orchard" on the 1 838 Barthomley tithe 

. . , map. --m:r ,m u ,.VorKS 01 UItf<JCUJ uu'""" ,�" v",,,,, 'TO • 

5.3 Area 8 (south of Bostock House) 

5 .3 . 1  The geophysical survey revealed two parallel straight lilltJ�1 
anomalies crossing the central part of this survey area, on a north· 
west to south-east alignment. They are most likely to represent 
old field boundaries, drains or tracks of unknown date although no 
such features are depicted on cartographic sources. There is no 
evidence to link the anomalies with the possible site of a post
medieval brick kiln, as suggested by a significant field name 
identified by the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 2/1 2). 

5.4 Areas 9 and 10 (north of Bostock House) 

5.4.1 A low earthwork platform, probably representing the site of a 
former building or buildings, was identified in the northern end of 
Area 9, together with a much smaller wedg e-shaped platform 
adjacent to the east side of th'" fi"lrl. Either or both of these 
features may be associated with the site of a former moated 
manorial complex recorded by the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 
2/1 4). No earthwork evidence for the possible course of King 
Street Roman road was noted (site 2/13) .  

5.4.2 In Area 1 0. 1 ,  a single tentative linear anomaly and three pit-like 
anomalies were recorded. While there is no clear indication that 
these features are of archaeological significance, the possibility 

remains that they were associated with the possible course of King 
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5.4.3 

Street Roman road (site 2/13) and/or the site of a former moated 
���nlav I.;'a ?/141 Nn !'lirmificant nf'.nnhv!'lical anomalies were 
recorded in Area 10.2. 

There is no clear relationship between the geophysical anomalies 
and the earthwork features, a lthough the three pit-like anomalies 

lie within the area of the smaller earthwork platform. 

!>.5 Area 1 1  (south-east of Lower Roughwood Mill) 

5 .5 . 1  The earthwork survey established that the leat serving Lower 
Roughwood Mill. identified on the west side of the M6 motorway 
by the Volume 2 Specialist Report ("itp 3/03), was aligned 
approximately northwest-southeast, running approximately 1 Om 
above the bottom of the steep slope. It is embanked on its 
downslope side and survives to a width of O.gm. It no longer 
carried a flow of water ana was neavlly slltea up a{ HI .. t;Il,., u, lilt' 
survey; no brickwork or other lining material could be seen. 

5 .5 .2  The exact course of the leat into the mill was difficult to  trace, and 
it may have been carried part of the way on a wooden trough or 
launder . A brief examination of the mill (site 3/02) showed the 
overshot wheel to be in situ although in a poor state of 
fJ'''''''' v� lIU, • 

5.6 Area 13 (south of Bridge 14) 

5.6.1 Much of the geophysical survey data in Area 13 was obscured by 
pipelines, ferrous debris or other disturbance . No significant 
archaeological anomalies were recorded , and no further evidence 
for the possible course of King Street Roman road, identified by 
the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 3/20) ,  was recovered. 

5.7 Area 14 (north of Bridge 16) 

5,7 . 1  Some of the geophysical survey data in Area 14 was obscured by 
a buried pipeline. Small ferrous disturbances we re observed 
throughout the rest of the survey area, but no archaeological 
features were detected. No further evidence was recovered 
relating to a post-medieval brick kiln, as suggested by a significant 
field name identified by the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 3/23). 

5.8 Area 16 (north of Ward's Lane) 

5 .8 . 1 Well-defined ridge and furrow earthworks were identified in  this 
area by the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 4/27). The survey 
showed that the earthworks were orientated northeast-southwest 
and survived up to O.3m high and 5m wide in the northern two 
thirds of Area 16. In the southern end of the field, the ridge and 
furrow was seen to be overlain by a bank and an area of built-up 

ground, probably resulting from excess material being spread 
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5.8.2 

during the construction of the M6 motorway. 

The central part of the field contains a wooded and hedged area, 
approximately 11 Om long and 40m wide. Within this are six sub
rectangular saucer-shaped depressions approximately 2m deep, 
paired either side of a central linear ridge. These are likely to be 
associated with former marl or salt extraction. 

5.9 Area 18 (north and south of Bridge 24) 

5. 9 . 1  The geophysical survey data in the whole of Area 18.1 and large 
parts of Area 18.3 was obscured by buried pipelines. For this 
reason, the survey of Area 18.2 was abandoned and only a small 
sample of Area 1 8.4 was surveyed. The only anomaly of potential 
archaeological origin was a linear ditch in Area 1 8.3, which 
probably represents an old field boundary. No further evidence 
associated with a grou p  of post-medieval field-names identified by 
the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 5/11) was recovered. 

5.10 Area 19 (south of River Croco) 

5.10.1 A further area of well·preserved ridge and furrow earthworks was 
recorded by the Volume 2 Specialist Re port (site 5/1 3). The 

., .... ��M��'..,�t"lv nntth-�n' ,th "nri �""nd uo ., Q  �, 

to 0.75m in height and 7m wide (average) .  They run at right 
angles to the general contours of the field, which falls away to the 
north towards the River Croco, and a slight 'reverse-S' bend could 
be set"" at their southern end . An BreEl of ridge and furrow shown 
on earlier aerial photographs on the east side of the field had been 
buried beneath a large bank of dumped material, a situation already 
noted in Area 1 6. 

5.11 Area 20 (south of Mill Lane Farm) 

5.11.1 Apart from a slight north-south bank, the earthwork survey of this 
area did not reveal the ridge and furrow earthworks identified by 
the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 6/03). However, a tree lined 
bank, approximately 140m long and standing up to a.5m in height, 
ran parallel to the east side of the I.eld and returned at eltner enu, 
this represents a field boundary shown on the 1844 Cranage tithe 
map. 
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6 ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSALS 

6.1 Introduction 

6 . 1 . 1  

6 . 1 . 2 

6.1 .3  

(;:\wpwin\lIrliti\m6\t1.tge<l\r.port\ed\7 

The effects of the construction, landscaping and on·site planting 
proposals identified on drawings 40 1 42/09/0 1 /201 to 
40 1 4 2/09/0 1 /2 1  6 on the sites and areas of archaeological, 
architectural andlor historic interest identified by the Volume 2 

Specialist Report and the non· intrusive archaeological fieldwork 
undertaken to date have been assessed. It should be noted that 
the effects resulting from off-site planting, haul routes. 
construction compounds or temporary construction roads have not 
bean considered. 

For archaeological sites and monuments, the main impacts arising 
from road construction can be summarised as:  

. 

possible disturbance andlor destruction of archaeological 
deposits from works associated with the scheme, whether 
from actual construction or works associated with 
secondary operations such as landscaping , balancing 
ponds, site compounds and borrow pits; 

increased visual intrusion; 

increases in noise, vibration and disturbance; 

severance from other linked features such as field 
systems, agricultural complexes and landscapes; 

chanaes in the oriainal landsca pe; 

loss of amenity. 

For the built environment, the main impacts arising from road 
construction are likely to be: 

possible dem olition, or loss of part of the structure or  
grounds of a listed building; 

increased visual intrusion: 

increases in noise, vibration and disturbance; 

severance from other linked features such as gardens, 
outbuildings. lodges etc; 

changes in the original landscape, townscape or garden 
setting of the house or building; 

loss of amenity. 
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6 . 2 . 1  Following the example o f  the Volume 2 Specialist Report and using 
the results of the Stage 3 fieldwork carried out to date, an initial 
assessment of the grade or importance of each archaeological site 
or area within the widening corridor can be made (see figures 1 . 1 
to 1 . 1 1 ) . This assessment has been based on professional 
iudoement combined with the Secretary of State's criteria for 
scheduling ancient monuments and the criteria developed by 
English Heritage in their Monuments Protection Programme. 

6 .2 .2  It should be stressad, however, that this c"r> (\r>ly hp. an initial 
assessment as some of the sites identified by the Volume 2 
Specialist Report still need to be assessed by trial excavation; it 
might be better therefore 10 regard the grade of each area as 
representing potential rather than Importance. In aooi{iufI, il 
should be noted that the various non-intrusive survey areas were 
defined by the proposed widening corridor and the identified sites 
are likely to extend beyond this. 

6 .2 .3  In  terms of  importance or  potential, the archaeological sites and 
areas within the widening corridor have been assig ned the 

c:\wpwin\lIrch\m6\1I�.B'iI,,3\!�p,:,rl'Wd\7 

High 
Sito 2103 
Area 5 

Site 2104 
Area 7 

Site 2/1 4 
Areas 9 & 1 0  

Site 1 1 103 
Area 23 

Medium 

Site 1 /0 1  
Area 1 

Site 1 /05 
Area 2 

Site 210 1 
Area 4 

Site 2105 
Area 6 

Site 211 2 
Area 8 

Oakhanger Moss 

White Mass 

Bostock Hall moated site (site of I .  east of 
Bostock House 

Sink Moss 

Ridge and furrow earthworks, south
west of Brookwood Hill Farm 

Ridge and furrow earthworks, north-east 
of New Farm 

Moss Farm, east of Oakhanger 

White Moss Farm . east of Oakhanger 
Moss 

Brick kiln (site of) (field name) .  south of 
Bostock House 
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Site 3107 Row of cottages, east of Sun Cottages, 
Area 1 2  Hassall I.lreen 

Site 3/23 Brick kiln (site of) (field names), south-
Area 1 4  east of Prism 8all 8ank, Betchton Heath 

Site 3/26 Ivy Cottage Farm, Reynold's Lane 

Area 2 1  

<::1, .. 4/?7 Ridae and furrow earthworks, north side 
Area 16 of Wards Lane 

Site 5/03 Brick kiln (site of) (field name). east of 
Area 1 7  Mooresbarrow Lodge 

Site 5/1 3 Ridge and furrow earthworks around Hill 
Area 1 9  and Primrose Farms 

-, ::;i,: ::;Ite b/US "��.Y" "flU , u , "  v ""lLflWUI � � .  �VVLI I v ,  

Area 20 Mill Lane Farm 

Site 6/04 New Farm, Oak Tree Lane 
Area 2 1  

Site 6/06 Building, north of New Farm 
Area 22 

Low 
Site 1 /03 Barn (site of) (field name), south of 

Seotts Gre",n 
Site 1 /06 Barn (site of) (field name ) .  east side of :,,;, .,' 

Radway Green Road 

Site 1 /07 Road bridge, east of Radway Green Road 
Area 3 

Site 1 /08 Former course of Radway Green Road, 
south-west of Radway Green 

Site 1 /1 1  Course of old lane. Qakhanger to Radway 
Green 

Site 2/08 Farmer course of Nursery Road, north of 

White Moss 

Site 2/1 3 Possible course of King Street Roman 
Area 1 0  road .  north-west of Alsager 

Site 3/0 1  Barn (site of) (field name!. north of Day 
Green Farm 

Site 3/03 Mill leat. east of Lower Roughwood mill, 
Area 1 1  Hassall Green 

Site 3/20 Possible course of King Street Roman 
Area 1 3  road. east of Sandbach 
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6.2.4 

Site 3/25 

Site 4/ 1 0  

Site 4/1 8 

Site 4/26 

Site 5/10 

Site 5/1 1 
Area 18 

Site 6/01 
Site 6/09 

Site 6/14 

Site 7/01 

Former course of Reynolds Lane, 
Betchton Heath 

Park (field names), north of Park House 

Windmill (site of) (field name), west of 
Brindley Green 

Former course of Ward's Lane, east of 
Leahead Farm 

Brickworks (site of) and ridge and furrow, 
Brereton Lane 

Saltworks (site of) (field names). east of 
Holly Farm 

Bradwall wharf (site of), Cranage 

Former course of King's Lane, Warrington 
Common 

Presumed course of Roman road, 8508 1 

Former course of road, north of 
Wash)ane Farm 

1:. 

Hulme Farm 

It should be noted that there are a num ber of other buildings and 
structures witllin llitJ �I uposed widening corridor but these arc 
considered not to be of architectural merit and so are not included 
here. 

6.3 Impact grading systems 

6 . 3 . 1  I n  order t o  help t o  assess the adverse impact of the proposals on 
the identified sites and areas of archaeological and architectural 

importance, a simple three tier adverse impact grading system has 
been devised, based on the scale of impact of the proposals, 
namely: 

Major impact: Major disturbance (ie. more than 7 5 %  of the 
"rea of known or estimated archaeological 
d eposits). 

Moderate impact: Significant disturbance ( ie.  between 25% and 
7 5 %  of the area of known or estimated 
archaeological deposits). 

Slight impact: Minor disturbance (ie. less than 25 % of the 
area of known or estimated archaeological 
d eposits). 



In drawing up this information. consideration has also been made 
of the scale. significance, potential and current condition of the 
site, defined as the grade of the site. 

6.4 Impact of development 

6 .4 . 1  When making an initial assessment of  the impact of the proposed 
scheme on the known sites of archaeological . architectural and/or 
historic interest, al l  construction and landscaping works as 
specified on drawings 40 1 42/09/0 1 /20 1 to 40 1 42109/0 1 /2 1 6  
have been taken into account. Al l  impacts are adverse. It should 
be noted that of/-site planting schemes, haul routes, construction 
compounds or temporary construction roads have not been 
considered. 

6.4.2 Within the proposed widening corridor, a number of identified sites 
_ ; . ... . _, ' , ; 1 1  ha gHa�' .<i hv v' a" .. ,a 

_�" . •  
the proposals (see figures 1 . 1 to 1 . 1 1 ) .  A combination of the 
impact of the proposals and the grade of importance or potential 
of each site produces an assessment of overall impact, defined as 
being substantial, moderate or slight. 

6.4.3 A reassessment of the impact of development has identified an 
additional 5 medium grade sites and 2 low grade site to those 
itemised in the Volume 2 Specialist Report which will be affected 
by the scheme. These are : 

(;:\wpwin\areh'l,mB\liIAQIilll:;l\r</J�lJ'rl\ed\ 7 

Medium 

Site 1 /05 
Area 2 
Site 3/07 
Area 1 2  

Site 5/1 0 

Site 5/1 3 
Area 1 9  

Low 
Site 1 /06 

Site 1 /07 
Area 3 

Ridge and furrow earthworks, south
west of Brookwood Hill Farm 
Row of cottages. east of Sun Tottages, 
Hassall Green 

Brickworks (site of) and ridge and 
furrow, Brereton Lane 

Ridge and furrow earthworks around Hill 
and Primrose Farms 

Barn (site of) Weld name) .  east side of 
Radway Green R oad 

Road bridge. east of Radway Green Road 

I n  addition, one medium grade site identified as being affected by 
the scheme in the Volume 2 Specialist Report (site 4/0 5 Kiln (site 
of) (field nameL south of Congleton Road) will no longer be 
affected. 
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6.4.4 From the following table. it can be seen that the proposals will 
have an impact on 39 known sites or  areas of archaeological 
importance or potential. Based on current knowledge. the overall 
adverse impact can be categorised as substantial (5 sites), 
moderate (9  sites) and slight (25 sites). Given the fact that the 
Stage 3 assessment work is not yet complete. it is not possible to 
assign definite overall impact grades to some of these sites. 

6 .4 .5  From south to north, the impacts can De summarlseo as: 

Table 6.4 .5 . 1 

.,. 

Site/ Site Name Grade Grade of Overall 

Area of Site impact Adverse 

Impact 
.,' 

Site 1 /0 1  Rid-gc and furrow earthworkSj Medium Slight Slight 
Area 1 south·west of Brookwood Hill 

Farm 

Site 1 /03 Barn (site ofl (field namel. Low Slight Slight 
south of Seotts G men 

Site 1 /05 Ridge and furrow e�rthworks. Medium Slight Slight 
c. 

Site 1 /06 Barn (site of) (field name), Low Slight Slight 
east side of Radway Green 
Road ." 

Site 1 /07 Road bridge. east of Radway Low Moderate Moderate 
Area 3 Green Road 

Site 1 /08 Former course of R3dway Low Major Slight 
Green Road, south·west of 
Radway Green 

Site 1 /1 1 Course of old lane. Low Slight Slight 
Oakhanger to Radway Green 

Site 2/01 Moss Farm, east of Medium Major Substantial 
Area 4 Oa'khanger 

Site 2/03 Oakhanger Moss High Slight Moderate? 
Area 5 
Site 2/04 White Moss High Slight Moderate? 
Area 7 
Site 2/06 White Moss Farml east of Medium Major Substantial 
Area 6 Oakhanger Moss 

Site 2108 Former course of Nursery Low Slight Slight 
�oad. north 01 White Moss 

Site 2/1 2 Brick kiln Isite of) (field Medium Moderate Moderate? 
Area 8 name)' south of Bostock 

House 
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Site 2/1 3 Possible course 01 King Street Low Slight Slight 

Area 1 U Koman roou, "u,,,n«,, u ,  
Alsager 

Site 211 4 Bostock Hall moated site (site High Moderate Moderate 
Areas 9 ofl. east 01 Bostock House 
& 1 0  

Site 3/01 e.rn (site of) (field namel. Low Major Slight 
north of Day Green Farm 

Site 3/03 Mill leat, east of Lower Low Moderate Slight 
Area 1 1  Roughwood Mill 

Site 3107 Row 01 cottages, east of Sun Medium Major Substa"tial 
Area 1 2  Cottages, Hassall Green 

Site 3120 Possible course of King Street Low Moderate Slight 
Area 1 3  Roman road, east of 

" . �. " 

Site 3123 Brick kiln (site of) !field Medium Major Moderate 
Area 1 4  names), south�east of Prism 

Ball Bank 

Site 3/25 Former course of Reynolds Low Slight Slight 
Lane, Betchton Heath 

Site 3126 Ivy Cottage Farm, Reynolds Medium Moderate Moderate 
Area 1 5  Lane 

Site 4/1 0 Park (field namesl, north of Low Slight Slight 
ParK House 

Site 411 8  Windmill (site of) (field name), Low Moderate Slight 
west of Brindley Green 

Site 4/26 Former course of Ward's Low Sl ight Slight 
La",e, east of Leahead Farm 

Site 4/27 Ridge aM furrow earthworks, Medium Moderate Slight 
Area 1 6  north side of Wards Lane 

Site 5/03 Brick kiln (site of) (field Medium Moderate Modetate 
Area 1 7  name I. east of Mooresbarrow 

�odge 

Site 511 0 Brickworks (sile of) and ridge Low Moderate Slight 
and furrow. Brereton Lane 

Site 5/1 1 Sallworks (site of) (field Low Moderate Slight 
Area 1 8  names I. east 01 Holly Farm 

Site 511 3 Ridge and furrow ear'thw{)rks Medium Slight Slight 
Area 1 9  around Hill and Primrose 

Farms 

Site 6/0 1 Bradwall Wharl (site of), Low Slight Slight 
Cranage 

Site 6103 Ridge and furrow earthworks, Medium Slight Slight 
Area 20 south of Mill Lane Farm 

Site 6104 New Farm. Oak Tree lane Medium Major Substantial 
Area 2 1  
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Site 6/06 Building, north af New Farm Medium Majar Substantial 

"" eo H 

Site 6/09 Former course of King's lane. �ow Slight Slight 

Warrington Common 

Site 6/1 4 Presumed course of Roman �ow Slight Slight 

roao, 65081 

<:;'" 7 J(11 "M�"' rn, '. of road north Low SliQht Slight 

of Washlane Farm 

Site 7/06 Former course of Baker's Low Slight Slight 

Lane, east of Hulme Farm 

Site Sink Moss High Moderate: Moderate? 

1 1 /03 
Area 23 

.::'. 
'.Io.' 

\�" . 
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7 MITIGATION MEASURES 

7,1 Introduction 

7.1 . 1  Archaeological remains survive both as upstanding earthworks or 
as buried features beneath the ploughsoil. All ramains will be 
susceptible to damage and/or destruction as a result of ground 
disturbance associated with the construction of these proposals 
and their associated landscaping workS. The removal of topsoil 
and subsoil is likely to destroy most alchaeological deposits and 
even whem embankments and other methods are used to raise the 
overall ground level. preparation works often reSUlt in the 
destruction of any archaeological deposits which lie at shallow 
depths. In addition, while the burying of archaeological features 
beneath a development can sometimes be an accepted form of 
preservation in siw, this is not always the case and care must be 

. • ,. '" ,it �.a nn+ o"h' '. tn "'�'" <U " ' , � v " " " '" - .  

undue compaction and shrinkage. Some form of monitoring might 
be required to ensure that this does not happen. 

7 . 1 .2 For archaeological siteS, possible mitigation 1 I 1",8sures have been 
described in the DMRB volume 1 1  as; 

locate the route away from archaeological remains and their 
settings; 

design the scheme's vertical al ignment and associated 
earthworks so that archaeological remains are not d isturbed; 

undertake appropriate recording works and other 
investigations in advance of construction; 

undertake appropriate recording works and other 
investigations during construction; 

In practice, a combination of these measures is often used. 

7 . 1 .3 Listed buildings and other elements of the built environment are, by 
definition, upstanding structures. In addition to demolition, they 
are particularly susceptible to increased visual intrusion, noise, 
vibration and disturbance and severance from other linked and 
associated features. Mitigation measures designed to off-set the 
adverse visual impacts for the various listed buildings and other 
eleme nts of the built environment would normally be achieved 
through appropriate landscaping techniques. These have been 
considered in the Landscape Report and so are not included here. 
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7.2 Phases of investig ation 

7.2 . 1  It is envisaged that five separate stages or phases 01 worl< will be 
required to ensure that the cultural heritage of the widening 
corridor has been considered 'to an ap propriate standard. The 
results of each phase will influence and set the parameters for the 
next. Phases 1 to 2 deal  with the assessment and pre·construction 
works, phase 3 deals with the recording of archaeological de posits 
while construction is in progress, and phases 4 and 5 deal with the 
aSSimilation, puollcaIlon ana aepu�i,iu" UI allY '''''UIl;''Y 
from the previous phases. In detail, these phases comprise: 

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

Phase 3 

Phase 4 

Phase 5 

Detailed evaluation: initia l and intensive fieldwalking, 
geophysical survey, earthwork survey, environmental 
sampling, trial trenching and building survey as 
appropriate, leading to the detailed assessment of 

' e  
Stage 3 ) .  

f ,  I . � �  
,.� 

Pre·construction investigation: deta i led excavation and 
architectural recording in advance of construction of 
those sites identified during the previous phase to be 
of significant archaeological importance and for which 
no annronriate mitination measures can be souaht. 

Watching brief during construction ; investigation and 
recording of those sites identified during the DMRB 
Stages 1 to 3 as not warranting prior investigation. "s 
well as the recording of sites which may be exposed 
during the course of development. 

Post·excavation assessment; assessment of the 
results of the archaeological investigations and the 
potential of the data for analysis leading to 
recommendations. timeta ble and costings for 
subsequent detailed analysis, publication, storage and 
deposition. 

Post-excavation analysis and publication; data 
analysis, report preparation and publication followed 
by depos ition of the archive and artefacts and al l  other 
materials associated with the investigations with the 
appropriate institution tor long term storage and . 
curation. 

7.3 Phase 1 detailed evaluation works 

7 .3 . 1 This phase of work, comprising detailed evaluation through 
appropriate combinations of initia l and intensive fieldwalking, 
geophysical survey, earthwork survey, environmental sampling. 
trial tranching and building survey as appropriate. corresponds to 



.::. : 

'" 

Stage 3 of the Department of Transport's Stages of Archaeological 
Assessment as defined in  the DMRB volume 1 1 .  

7 . 3 .2 A large part of the non-intrusive detailed evaluation work has been 
completed and is summarised above. The rasults of this work has, 
in some cases, allowed the mitigation measures outlined in the 
Volume 2 Specialist Re port to be modified. The outstanding 
elements of this phase are the archaeological fieldwalking and the 
building assessments, and the intrusive trial excavations and 
environmental sampling (see figures 2. 1 to 2 . 1 1 J .  

7 . 3 .3 By definition, archaeological fieldwalking is  a non-intrusive 
technique which takes place in areas of ploughed or recently 
planted soil. To date, the various field walking areas identified by 
the Volume 2 Specialist Report have not been in a suitable state of 
cultivation and so this element of the Stage 3 fieldwork programme 
has not yet been carried out. This work would be undertaken. as 
and when a crop window becomes available, as two phasBs of 
investigation. Initial fieldwal king would involve walking along lines 
placed 1 0m apart through a specified survey area with a view to 
identifying areas worthy of more detailed fieldwalking techniques. 
These would involve setting out a grid of 1 0m squares over the 
area of interest and collecting all archaeological artefacts in each 

'n ,,11 �, ,,,,Q ' �'Q�� �n'" ,eo, ,'+� 'Mn, ,'''' he +; .. ti in to ,",' 'I' • 

established survey stations and the Ordnance Survey national grid 
to facilitate the drawing up of detailed mitigation strategies at a 
later stage. 

7 . 3 . 4  As with the fieldwalking. the building recording work would be 
undertaken in two stages, both in advance of demolition. Initially, 
an assessment of the buildings using appropriate and basic 
recording techniques such as photography and sketch surveys 
would be carried out. From this. more detailed recording would be 
undertaken as appropriate. utilising full measured surveys and 
descriptive accounts, following the conventions stipulated by the 
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments for England (level 3 
survey). This might also involve some further site-specific 
docu mentary research that would assist in the interpretation of the 
recorded structures. 

7 .3 .5  The appropriate techniques and methodologies for environmental 
sampling would be discussed and agreed in advance with the 
relevant authorities but at this stage it is envisaged that the manual 
collection of a series of cores through the identified areas would be 
required. The positions of al l  sampling areas would be tied in to 
established survey stations and the Ordnance Survey national grid 
to facilitate the drawing up of detailed mitigation strategies at a 
later stage. 
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7.3 .6  Following the results obtained from the non-intrusive works carried 
out to date the investigation of some sites and for areas would be 
undertaken through limited trial trenching andfor small area 
excavation. This work. which is reliant on appropriate permissions 
and way-leaves agreements, is conducted during an appropriate 
crop window, usually during the spring and early summer months 
when compensations values are low. The scale. nature and 
methodology of the trial trenching is de pendant on the results of 
the previous non-intrusive survey techniques and the types of sites 
being investigated; sites containing many ditches ana other linear 
or large features may be evaluated by means of narrow trial 
trenches, whereas wider areas of excavation are often required for 
sites which mainly consisting of smaller features which may only 
be recognised as scatters of artefacts. At some sites it may be 
appropriate to use a pattern of small test pits. 

to confirm or refute the presence of archaeological features 
andfor deposits; 

to obtain further information about identified archaeological 
sites, ena bling the formulation of detailed mitigation 

The information which is sought concerns the date. nature, extent, 
condition and significance of the buried remains. 

7 .3.8 The intrusive excavations would be confined to the specific areas 
of proposed construction and disturbance with a view to providing 
a detailed assessment of the various archaeological sites and arBas 
likely to be affected. This would ena ble specific recommendations 
to be made for appropriate mitigation works that might bB required 
to complete the Phase 2 (pre-construction investigation) and Phase 
3 (watching brief during the course of construction) investigations. 
It is possible that the results of the trial excavations might suggest 
that some of the potential sites might not be of archaeological 
importance while others might be of such importance that varying 
amounts of further detailed excavation are required. 

7.3.9 The Phase 1 fieldwork completed to date has al lowed some of the 
mitigation measures recommended in the Volume 2 Specialist 
Report to be modified. For site 3f23 (Brick kiln (site of) (field 
names), south-east of Prism Ball Bank), geophysical survey andfor 
trial trenching was originally recommended but the results of the 
former means that the Phase 1 trial trenching has been replaced by 
a Phase 3 watching brief. For site 5f1 1 (Saltworks (site of) (field 
names). east of Holly Farm), fieldwalking, geophysical survey 
and for trial trenching was originally recommended but the results 
Of the geophysical survey and discussions with the County 
Archaeologist means that further work has been modified to a 



Phase 3 watching brief. Similar discussions have also meant that 
the fieldwalking element for site 2/1 3 (Possible course of King 
Street Roman road, north-west of Alsager) has been drop pea. 

7.3. 1 0  Appendix 1 g ives brief details of those known archaeological and 
architectural sites affected by the proposals together with an 
indication of the various mitigation measures which would be 
undertaken to counteract these effects, based on current 
archaeological knowledge. Figures 2 . 1  to 2 . 1 1  provide a visual 
representatIOn OT mose mItIgation measures wlli(.;1I ' " ' '  VV;lll;1I '"'' 

category of Phase 1 (detailed evaluation) works. It should be noted 
that these works would examine a sufficient corridor of interest to 
allow any archaeological finds andlor deposits to be placed into 
their context. 

7.3 . 1 1 A summary of the proposed mitigation measures for all the 
." � <. ••• I � .� ,uc" " " , uu u , �" �"u�, v 

' � ' 
proposals is given in the following table. It should be noted that 
the various phases of work described below correspond to those 
phases outlined in section 7 .2  above. 

Table 7 . 3 . 1 1 . 1  

Site/Area Site Name Grade of Arch.eOlog,cal Kecommenoat,ons 

Site 1 /0 1  Ridge and furrow 
Aroo 1 aarthwol'ks. south. 

west of Brookwood 
Hill Farm 

Site 1 /03 Barn (site 011 (field 
namel. south of 

Scotts Green 
Site 1 /05 Ridge and furrow 
Area 2 earthworks, north

east of New Farm 

Site 1 /06 Barn Isite 011 (field 
name!, east side of 
Radway Green Road 

Site 1 /07 Road bridge, east of 

Area 3 Radwav Green Road 

Site Impact 

Medium Slight 

low Slight 

Medium Slight 

Low Slight 

low Moderate 

Site 1 /08 Former cOurse of Low 
Radway Green Road, 
south-west of Radway 

Major 

Green 

Site 1 11 1 Course of old lane, low 
Oakhanger to Radway 
Green 
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Slight 

Phase 1 earthwork 
�l lrVp.y I':Clmplete. 
No further action 

No further action 

Phase 1 earthwork 
survey complete. 
Phase 3 watching 
brief 

Phase 3 watching 
brief 

Phase 1 building 
survey. Further 
Phase 2 work if 
required 

Phase 3 wotching 
brief 

Phase 3 watching 
brief 



Site 2/01 Moss Farm, east of Med ium Major Phase 1 building 

Area 4 Oakhanger survey. Further 

Phase 2 work if 
required 

Site 2/03 Oakhanger Moss H igh Slight Phase 1 

Are. 5 environmental 
sampling and trial 
trenching. Further 
Phase 2 or 3 work 

Site 2/04 White Moss High Slight Phase 1 

Area 7 environmental 
sampling and trial 
trenching. Further 
Pha,e 2 or 3 work 

as requited 

Sile2/05 White Moss Farm, Medium Major Phase 1 bu i lding 

Area 6 east of Oakhanger survey. Further 

Moss Phase 2 work if 
required 

Site 2/08 Former co urse of Low Sl ig ht Phase 3 watching 

Nursery Road, north brief 

of White Moss 

. p> 1 .. " 
Area 8 (field name). south of geophysical 

Bostock House survey complete. 
Fieldwalki ng and 

<':� trial trenching. 
.... .1. F\"ther Phase 2 or 

3 work as reQuired 

Site 2/1 3 Possible course of Low Slight Phase 1 

Area 10  King Street ROman geophysical 

road. north-west of survey complete. 

Alsager Trial trenching. 

Further Phase 2 or 
3 work as reQuited 

Site 2/1 4 Bostock Hall moated High Moderate Phase 1 earthwork 

Areas 9 site Isite of). cast of and geophysical 

& 1 0 Bostock House surveys complete. 

':. ' r nal trencnlng. 
Further Phase 2 or 
3 work as required 

Site 3/01 Barn Isite of) Ifie ld Low Major No further action 

name), north of Day 
Green Farm 

Site 3/03 Mill leat. east of Low Moderate Phase 1 earthwork. 

Area 1 1  Lower Roughwood survey complete_ 
Mill No further action 

Site 3107 Row of cottages, east Medium Major Phase 1 building 

Area 1 2  of Sun Cottages. survey_ Further . 
Hassall Green Phase 2 work if 

required 

C:\WfJwin\.arch\mi3\.1itIllg1t.3\U:pDrt\ed\7 29 
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Site 3/20 
"rea '" 

Site 3/23 
Area 1 4  

Site 3/25 

Site 3/26 
Arca 1 5  

Site 411 0 

Site 411 8 

Site 4/26 

Slle 4/27 
Area 1 6  

Site 5/03 
Area 1 7  

Site 511 0 

Site 511 1 
Area 1 8  

Site 5/1 3 
Area 1 9  

Site 6/01 

Site 6/03 
Area 20 

':::\Wp"""in\.rc;h\m6'wt.-ge3\report'led\" 

Pos5ible course of 

""'Y "'''��, nu> '0' 
road, east of 
Sandbach 

Brick kiln (site oil 
(field names)j south-

east of Prism Ball 
Hank 

Former course of 
Revnolds Lane, 
Betchton Heath 

Ivy Cottage Farm, 
Reynolds Lane 

Park (field namesl, 
north Of Park House 

Windmill (site oil Ifield 

name), west of 
Brindley Green 

Former course of 
Ward's Lane, east of 
Leahead Farm 

Ridge emu furruw 
earthworks. north side 
of Wards lane 
Srick kiln ($ite ofl 
(field name), east of 
Mooresbarrow Lodge 

Brickworks (site ofl 
and ridge and furrow I 

Brereton lane 

Sal tworks Isite of) 
(field names), east of 
Holly Farm 

Ridge and furrow 
earthworks around Hill 
and Primrose Farms 

Bradwall Wharf (site 
of), Cr"nag. 

Ridge and furrow 
earthworks, south of 
Mill lane Farm 

Low Moderate Phase 1 

survey complete. 
Trial trenching .  
Further Phase 2 or 
3 work as required 

Medium Majo� Phase 1 
geophysical 
survey complete. 
rIIO'� " ' 0 "  ,� 
brief 

Low Slight Phase 3 watching 
brief 

Medium Mode rMe Phase 1 building 
survey. Further 

-"o'� L WO" 11 
required 

Law Slight No further action 

Low Moderate Phase 3 watching 
brief 

Low Slight Phase 3 watching 
brief 

MI.::UiUIII Mul.lt:::1 £I It:: Phase 1 earthwork 
survey complete. 
No further action 

Medium Modera te Pha.e 1 
fieldwalking and/of 
trial trenching, 
Further Phase 2 or 
3 work as required 

Low Moderate Phase 3 watching 
brief 

Low Moderate Phase 1 

geophysical 
survey complete. 
Phase 3 watching 
lJliof 

Medium Slight Pha$e 1 earthwork 
survey complete. 
No further action 

Low Slight Phase 3 watching 
brief 

Medium Slight Phase 1 earthwork 
survey complete. 
No further action 
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Site 6/04 New Farm, Oak Tree Medium Major Phase 1 building 
Area 2 1  Lane survey. Further 

Phase 2 work if 
required 

Site 6/06 Building, north of New Medium Major Phase 1 building 
Area 22 Farm survey. Further 

Phase 2 work if 
required 

�, .. n ,�� �I I �w "lihh. Phase 3 watchina 
King's Lane, brief 
Wa rrington Common 

Site 6/1 4 Presumed course of Low Slight Phase 3 watching 
Roman road, B5081 brief 

Site 7101 Former course of Low Slight Phase 3 watching 
road, north of brief 
Washlane Farm 

Site 7/06 FOI/nel cOurse of Low Slight Ph"se 3 w"tching 
Baker's Lane, east of brief 
Hulme Farm 

Site Sink Moss area of High Modetate Phase 1 
1 1 /03 well and environmental 
Area 23 sampling and trial 

trenching. Further 
Phase 2 or 3 work 
as requifC:d 

.� , 7 .3. 1 2  It will be noted that some specific sites will be subiect to a Phase 
3 watching brief. This would take place just in advance of 
construction and would involve topsoil stripping under 
archaeological supervision. Although particular attention will be 
applied to these sites, the whole of the widening corridor will be 
monitored in this way during the initjal phases of construction. 
This work will ensure that any archaeological sites and deposits 
that might be uncovered by the works can be recorded to a 
satisfactory standard. 

"J 
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APPENDIX 1 :  EFFECTS AND MITIGATION FOR KNOWN AR 
ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORIC SITES 

The following catalogue contains detailed information on the effects of the proposals and 
the recommended mitigation measures leading to the preservation of cultural heritage 
based on the findings of the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report 
and the non-intrusive fieldwork carried out to date. The distribution of the identified sites 
within the proposed wloenlng COrfloor is snown on rigur"" ' . '  cu , . ,  , . 

Each site is allocated a Site Reference Number. This is the reference number of the site 
as recorded for this survey and which is used throughout the report. 

For each site, the following information is provided. 

",.yon .. u .  '"'' '"'''''' .vv 

Record held by the Environment Department of Cheshire County Council (CCC SMRI .  

NAR No: the reference number of the site or find if recorded on the National 
Archaeological Record (NAR) held by the Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments 

of England (RCHME); this record is based on information collected by the Ordnance 
Survey (OS). 

SAM No : the county reference number if the site is scheduled as an Ancient Monument 
under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act ( 1 9 7 9 ) .  

lB No: the refercncc number of  the Listed Building as recorded i n  the v�rinll" Lists of 
Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest which cover the search area. 

NGR No: the National Grid Reference (NGR) for each site, area or find. This is Qualified 
as to whether the NGR is "accurate", "centred" ,  "approximate " ,  "uncertainll or Tllinear'l. 
NOTE: for linear features, such as railways , the grid references relate only to the study 
area and so may not represent their full extent. 

Map: the reference number of the 1 :  1 0,000 scale map on which each site, area or find 
is located. 

Site name and location: the site name and the name of the place or geographical area 
where the site or area is located or the find made. In rural locations, this is often the name 
of the nearest farm or other geographical or topographical feature. 

Parish: the modern civil parish within which the site, area or find is located. 

Extent of site (OS): the extent of the site, area or find in terms of Ordnance Survey field 
numbers (where allocated and known). These have been collated from the most recent 
1 :2,500 maps. 

Assessment of the effects of the proposals: an assessment of the effects of the proposals 
on the identified sites as shown on a set of drawings which detail the landscape and 
design proposals (drawings 401 42/09/0 1 /201 to 40 1 42/O9{0 1 /2 1 6 ) .  The archaeological 
impact grading system described in section 6 .4 of the main report is used, namely 
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Major impact: Major disturbance (ie. more than 7 5 %  of the area of known 
or estimated archaeological deposits) 

Significant impact: Significant disturbance (ie. between 25% and 7 5 %  of the 
area of known or estimated archaeological deposits) 

Small-scale impact: Minor disturbance (ie. less than 25% of the area of known or 
estimated archaeological de posits). 

An assessment of overall adverse impact, categorised as substantial, moderate or slight. 
is also given . 

Mitigation: recommendations for appropriate mitigation measures are given. described in 
terms of the various phases listed in section 7 . 2  of the main report, namely: 

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

Phase 3 

Detailed evaluation: initial and intensive fieldwalking, geophysical 
survey, earthwork survey. trial trenching and building survey as 
appropriate. leading to the detailed assessment of  impact and 
recommendations tor mitigation (UMRB Stage 3).  

Pre-construction investigation: detailed excavation and arch itectural 
recording in advance of construction of those sites identified during 
the previous phase to be of significant archaeological importance 
and for which no appropriate mitigation measures can be sought. 

Watching brief during construction: investigation and recording of 
those sites identified during the DMRB Stages 1 to 3 as not 
warranting prior investigation, as well as the recording of sites 
which may be exposed during the course of development. 

Phases 4 a nd 5 are not appropriate at this time.  
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 

Location information 

I NAR No: 

NGR: SJ77805260 centred 

SITE 1 /0 1  

AREA 1 

I I >AM N_Q: I Ltl NO: 

I Msp: SJ75SE 

$;t. nsm. & locat;on: Ridge and furrow earthworks, south·west of Brookwood Hill Farm 

I o 'l '''' .<Sn: uao co 'v, , ,  ""Y .,.  

Effects and mitigation 

Effects Qf the prop05Bls; 
The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
embankment on the east side of the slip road by approximately 1 0m in the area of 
this site. A Phase 1 earthwork survey recommended in  the Cultural Heritage 
\ArcnaeologYI VOlume L opecid,i�l n � � U J l  ""� ..,"'" "  �D" ;O� �V" '0 vou'- ." , , 
minor landscape features, including a pond. 

Grade of site: Archaeological impact: OVerall ""dve-rse impact: 

Medium Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 

It is considered that these earthwork features have been recorded to a satisfactory 
standard (preservation by record) and that no further action is required . 

t:;:\wpw in\.rch\mt!�t.Qe3\.pPl'ndi;(. l l!l\ed\" 
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 

Location information 

I NAR No: 

NGR: SJ777 55300 centred 

I 
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SITE 1 /03 I 

I SAM No: I LB No: 

I Msp: SJ75SE 

Site nsme & location: Barn (site of) (field name),  south of Scotts Green 

Pariah: Barthomley I Extant of sit. (OS): 6 600 (part) 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the ptoposals: 
The construction and landscaping proposals, which would involve the re-location 
of the road bridge over the motorway a nd extending its southern embankment by 
30m, as well as the re-alignment of a minor road, would have a slight impact on 
this low grade site. However, no significant archaeological de posits are associated 
... '" ' LO II� ,, , , ,, .  

Grade of sits: Archaeological impact: Overall advetse impact: 

Low Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 
No further action. 

t:\wllwin\.reh\m$\tI� .. ga:;l\"pp�ndix.1b\ed\7 
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SITE 1 /05 
AREA 2 

Concordance details 

11 I I I � : 

Location information 

NGR; SJ77 1 5 531 5 centred I Mapo S J 7 5 S E  

Sit. n.n,. " Iocationo Ridge and furrow and field boundaries, north-east of New Farm 

P.ri,h: Barthomley I Extont of site (OS): 2226 

Effects and mitigation 

E11ects of tho proposals: 
The construction and landscaping proposals would involve the re-alignment and 
widening of Radway Green Road by approximately 20m in the a rea of this site. 
Phase 1 earthwork survey, as recommended by the Cultural Heritage 

" :.. . ' , ' , . -' \ATCTT IYI vu'''''''' L. " ,'= ""VO"", v�, ' -,-' 
'>1 

A 

boundaries, ridge and furrow and the sites of two former buildings. Only the latter 
will be affected by the scheme. 

Grado of site:; Arr:;haeological impact: OVer.l;l1l advers" irnpaot: 
Medium Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 
Phase 1 earthwork survey complete. This site would be subject to a Phase 3 
watching brief. undertaken in advance of construction works, to record any items 
of archaeological interest that might be revealed. 

c;:\wpwinllllr,"h\m!ililtage31IPJletndilt.l b'wd\7 
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I SITE 1 /06 I 
Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 1 NAR No: I SAM No: 1 LB No: 11 
Location information 

NUR: SJ77305 330 centred I Map: SJ75SE 
Si,. name & lo".';on: Barn (site of) (field name),  east side of Radway Green Road 

Par;.h: Barthomley I Ext.nt of Bh. (OS); 3336 (part) 
.(:,"" ,� 

Effects and mitigation 

Effeet:s of (he proposals: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would involve the constructi on of a 
large mound over the site of this bu ilding. 

Grade: of site: Archa8ologicl!1 imptlct: OVor!llI adV/;!lr�e impact: 

Low Slight Slight 

Mitig.t;ltian: 
This site would be subject to a Phase 3 watching brief. undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items Of archaeological interest that m ight be 
revealed. 

" ",� \ 

.. " ,  

.�(. 
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SITE 1 /07 
AREA 3 

Concordance details 

" I I I 11 " "WO� "0, , 

Location information 

NGR, SJ772653 55 i:lccurate I Mop' SJ75SE 

She nBmB & loc.lion: Road bridge,  east of Radway Green Road 

ri:::,. 
1:',"" Pari.h: Barthomley I Extent of giti;! (OS): 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

Th!J construction and landscaping proposals may involve disturbance to or  
demolition of  this structure during the construction of  an  adjacent balancing pond, 
the re-alignment of R<ldway Green Road and associated planting and landscaping 
.. u, ��. 

Grade of site: Archaeological impact: OVElrllll advet!;lS impact: 

Low Moderate Moderate 

Mitigation: 

This structure would require further analysis andlor detailed recording in advance 
of destruction. This work would be undertaken as part of the programme of Phase 
1 works, with further Phase 2 work if required. 

:'.'i 
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I SITE 1 /08 I 
Concordance details 

I SMR No, I NAR No: I SAM No: I LS No: 

Location information 

NGR: SJ77255350-SJ77375395 linear I Map: SJ75SE 

Site name & locat;ono Former course of Radway Green Road, south-west of Radway 
Green 

� . L  
'" y 

Effects and mitigation 

Effocts of the proposals: 

. , . 

3336 (partl 
: � "7 " "  (�._.\ '''' <; 1  In",,, 

The construction and landscaping proposals, which would involve the creation of a 
false cutting for the motorway, would have a major impact on the southern section 

. . . . - . .  . .� 
OT tn's sITe. rIUW1!\lllT, nu �\y!ltl\""'H "";r,,,,,u,u\I,t;,,, U"jJU� ,� a , �  , " ' "  m u ,  

this site. 

Grade [If site: Al"chfleological impact: Overall .IiIdverae impact: 

Low Major Slight 

Mitigation: 

This site would be su bject to a Phase 3 watching brief, undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
revealed. 

c:\wpwin\II.reh1,ml!'i\JIt.ge3\appendix.1 b\l!d\7 
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Concordance details 

SMR No: I NAR No: 

Location information 

SITE 1 / 1 1 I 

I SAM No: 

Appendix 1 page g 

I l6 No: 

NGR: SJ769 55425-$J 7 7 1 7541 7-SJ773 5541 8 linear I Map: SJ75$E 

Site name & locat;on: Course of old lane, Oakhanger to Radway Green 

P",ish: Barthomley I Extsnt of site (OS): 0925 (part), 2828 (part) 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of tht: proposals:: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would have a slight impact on this 
site, widening the existing western corridor of the M6 by approximately 30m. 
However, no significant archaeological de posits are associated with this site. 

Grade of site: Archaeological impact: OV!lri!lll adverse impDct: 

Low Sl ight Slight 

Mitigetion: 
This site would be subject to a Phase 3 watching brief, undertaken in advance of 
construction WUI ks, to record any items of archaeologicol interest that might be 

revealed . 

1::\wlJwin\.rl:h\me'IDt'lllil"3\�pplllndlx. 1 b\ed\' 
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S ITE 2/0 1 
AREA 4 

Concordance details 

11 I I I IL �w'" "'0' 

Location information 

NGR: SJ770 5 5453 centred I M"'�: SJ75SE 

Si'. name & loco,;on, MOSS Farm, east of Oa khanger 

: 'nn 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

I "' " 
. "., ,,· OlSfi2 

The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
western corridor of the M6 by approximately 40m, and the creation of a false 
cutting, resulting in the demolition of the farmhouse and the outbuildings. 

Grade of site: Archaoological impact: Overall adverse impact: 
Medium Major Substantial 

Mitigation: 

These structures would require further analysis and/or detoilcd recording in 
advance of their destruction. This work would be underta ken as part of the 
programme of Phase 1 works, with further Phase 2 work if required. 

��\IIIr�.,.in'tlr .. h\m6\111�.,S\.pP'l'I\dil!. 1 b\ad\ 7 
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Concordance details 

SMR No: I NAR No: 

Location information 

NI;K: SJ768 549 centred 

Sit. nom. 11< location: Oakhanger Moss 

POlish: Haslington 

Effects and mitigation 

Effeots of the proposals: 

SITE 2/03 
AREA 5 

I ,AM No: 

I Ext&nt of site (OS): 
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I LB No: 

Mop' SJ75 NE,  
SJ75SE 

The construction and landscaping proposals, which would involve the re-location 
of the Nursery Road bridge and the regrading of the existing embankments by 40m 
to the west, will have a slight impact on this high grade site, However, the nature 
of the archaeological evidence means that the spatial extent and significance of 
this high grade site has not yet been determined. 

Gr8de of site: Ar�MaeQIQgical impact: OV6rall adverst!l impilot: 

High Slight Moderate? 

Mitigation; 

Environmental sampling and trial trenching work, as recommended in the Cultural 
Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report, would be carneO out wltnln 
the proposed construction and landscaping corridor in advance of any disturbance 
of this site to assess its extent and importance. This work would be undertaken 
as part of the Programme of Phase 1 archaeological works. Further Phase 2 or 3 
works would follow as appropriate . 
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Conco rdance details 

11 SMR No: 2 1 3  

Location information 

I NAR No' 

NGR: SJ7 75 550 centred 

SIte name &. iOCC!llion: White Moss 

P.,i.h: Haslington 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposal!'i: 

Appendix 1 page 1 2  

SITE 2/04 
AREA 7 

I SAM No: I LB No; 

Mop: SJ75NE, 
SJ75SE 

I Ext�nt of site (OS); 

" . ... _. 

The construction and landscaping proposals, which would involve the re-location 
of the Nursery Road bridge and the regrading of the existing embankments by 
20m, will have a slight impact on this high grade site. However, the nature of the 
archaeological evidence means that the spatial extent and significance of this high 
grade site has not yet been determined . 

Grade of site: Archa�ologjcal impact; Overall adver!>c imp.eoct: 

High Slight Moderate? 

Mitigation: 
Fnvi, �"<nnlinn �nrl tri,,1 _ L  ina work a s  -" d in the Cultural 
Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Reporc would be carried out within 
the proposed construction and landscaping corridor in advance of any disturbance 
of this site to assess its extent and importance. This work would be undertaken 
as part of the programme of Phase 1 archaeological works. Further Phase 2 or 3 
works would follow as appropriate. 

_ .  
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SITE 2/05 
AREA 6 

Concordance details 

I I I " " SMR No: I "" K NO' � �  ... ' U�. I co ",v. 

Location information 

NGR, SJ770754!:l1 accurate I Map: SJ75SE 

Sit. nsm. & locolion: White Moss Farm, east of Oakhanger Moss 

,; .... L j E"ont of ,it. 1<"51, ''' ' .. 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

The proposals, which would involve widening the existing western corridor of the 
M6 by approximately 30m, would result in the demolition of the house and 
outbuildings. 

Grad E!! ot site: Archaeological imp8ct� Overall adverse Impact: 

Medium Major Substantial 

Mitigation: 

TheSe structures would require furllltH analysis and/or detailed recording in 
advance of their destruction. This work would be undertaken as part of the 
programme of Phase 1 works, with further Phase 2 work if required. 

',, ' 
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I SITE 2/08 I 
Concordance details 

SMR No: T NAR No: T SAM No: I LB No: 

Location information 

NGR: SJ770655 1 0-SJ77205528 linear r Mop: SJ7 5 N E  
Site n�mB & location: Former course of  Nursery Road, north of White Moss 

P",i.�: Haslington T Extent 01 site (OS): 

" 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of lhtJ proposals: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would have a slight impact on this low 
grade site, widening the existing western corridor of the M6 by approximately 
20m, However, no significant archaeological de posits are associated with this 
site. 
Grade of sito: Arch6oologic.a1 impact; Ovcrllll adverss impact: 

Low Slight Slight 

Mitig�tion: 

This site would t;� �ubject to .. Phase 3 watching briof, undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
revealed. 

; . , . 

; '. 
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SITE 2/1 2 
AREA 8 

Concordance details 

SMR No, I NAR No' I SAM No: I LB No: 

Location information 

NGR: SJ7735 5 6 7 5  centred 1 Map: SJ75NE 
Site name & IOC8�ion: Brick kiln (site of) (field name), south of Bostock House 

�'- 0 • W .  . 1 1  I .",n' nf ,i" /(.,�,. 7lCl74 , . 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of tha proposals: 
The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
western corridor of the M6 by approximately 40m in this area. A Phase 1 
geophysical survey, as recommended in the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) 
Volume 2 Specialist Report, has been carried out. This produced inconclusive 
results; three linear and one non·linear anomaly were identified, but their 
significance is unclear and parts of the survey data were obscured by ferrous or 
other disturbance. 

Grade of  site: Archaeological impact: Ove-rall adversl;I impact: 
Medium Moderate Moderate? 

Mitigtltion; 
Phase 1 geophysical survey complete. Further fieldwalking and trial trenching 
work, as recommended in the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist 
Report, would be carried out within the proposed construction and landscaping 
corridor in advance of any disturbance of this site to assess its extent and 
importance. This work would be undertaken as part of the programme of Phase 1 
archaeological works. Further Phase 2 or 3, works would follow as appropriate. 
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SITE 2/1 3 
AREA 1 0  

Concordance details 

11 I I I 
IL �MM NO: J NAR N o :  n r H  v .. J �M" W .  I 
Location information 

NGR: SJ77055755-SJ 778556 50 linear I M.p: SJ 75NE 
S;'o nomo & location: Possible course of King Street Roman road. north-west of Alsager 

I .., "''' '" , . ,,,., ,'" ,. .1 t'ansn: J ox,"m "' .". " '>' . 

Effects and mitigation 

Effocts of the proposals,: 
The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
western corridor of the M6 by approximately 40m in this area . A new 
embankment leading to a new bridge over the M6 would also be constructed over 
tnls site. A I"nase 1 geopnYSlcal survey, as recommenueu ill Ul" . � .  n"IIl"!,!" 
(Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report, has been carried out. This revealed one 
linear and three non-linear anomalies whose significance is unclear. 

Gr"Y� CJr �il�: Archl!lllllological impact: O."orlll1 ad .... eree imp.act: 
Low Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 
Phase 1 geophysical survey complete . Further trial trenching work would be 
carried out within the proposed construction and landscaping corridor in advancB 
of any disturbance of this site to assess its extent and importance. This work 
would be undertaken as part of the programma of Phase 1 archaeological works. 
Further Phase 2 or 3 works would follow as appropriate. 

c:\wpWif\\" '::Ii\rnEl",,�,,:;I\.ppllllndlll:. 1 b\ed\1 
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SITE 2/1 4 
AREAS 9 & 1 0  

Concordance details 

11 T ... " . .  _ .  I I ' R  Nn' 11 � VI" NO. "'''' I 

Location information 

NGR: SJ7738 5695 centred -, Mop: SJ75NE 
s;'o n.mo & loco,;on: Bostock Hall moated site (site of), east of Bostock House 

Parioh: Hassall " I Extent of .ite (OS): 3800 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the propo�Bls: 
The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
western corridor and extending the existing embankment of the M6 by 
approximately 40m in this area. A new embankment leading to a bridge across 

<nel'lTO w� "U"�lructllO" " '"'' "UIl""'" I-"'" U' lll., ,i." u.  -II"�" I 
earthwork and geophysical surveys, as recommended in the Cultural Heritage 
(Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report, have been carried out, reveal ing two 
possible building platforms, other earthworks possibly associated with a former 
pond ,  and one linear and three non-linear geophysical anomalies of unclear 
Significance. 

Grade of site: ArchaeQlogical imp�ct: Overall adverse impact: 
High Moderate Moderate 

Mitigation: 

Phase 1 earthwork and geophysical surveys com plete. Further Phase 1 trial 
trenching work, as recommended in the Cultural He ritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 
Specialist Report, would be carried out within the proposed construction and 
landscaping corridor in advance of any disturbance of this site to assess its extent 

and importance. This work would be undertaken as part of the programme of 
Phase 1 archaeological works. Further Phase 2 or 3 works would follow as 
appropriate. 
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I SITE 3/0 1 I 
Conco rdance details 

SMR No: I NAR. No; I SAM No: I Le No: 

Location information 

NGR: SJ77565793 centred I Map: SJ75NE 

Sho nam. & location: Barn (site of)  (field name),  north of Day Green Farm 

"" 
Po,;.h, Hassall I Extent of .;t. (OS), 4700 ( part) 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
western corridor and regrading the existing embankment of the M6 by 
approximately 80m in this area. However, no significant archaeological deposits 
are associated with this site. 

Orade of !Site: Archaeological impaal: Overall adverse impact: 

Low Major Slight 

.,,"\, Mitigation: 

No further action. 

c:\wpwln\lIrehl.m!!l\.llage3\.ppendil!. l b\ed\7 
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SITE 3/03 
AREA 1 1  

Concordance details 

1I I .. ., I 0 1 , R N,· 11 

Location information 

NOR; SJ775 5 5 8 1 5-SJ78025796 linear I Mop; SJ75NE 

Sito nomo & locot;on: Mill leat, east of Lower ROU9hwood Mill 

�(� Pa,;sh: Betchton .1 Exten.t of �it� (OS): 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the pfoposals: 

The proposals would have a moderate impact on this low grade site, widening the 
existing western corridor of the M6 by approximately 60m.  A Phase 1 earthwork 
survey, as recommended in the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 

. ,1:0' > h",,� �Q":"" ,t 
Grade of site: Archaeological ilTlp�ct: Overall adversE! impact: 
Low Moderate Slight 

MitiytltiOtl: 
It is considered that this earthwork feature has been recorded to a satisfactory 
standard (preservation by record) and that no further action is required. 

; 
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SITE 3/07 

AREA 1 2  

Concordance details 

e"o; I I I 11 I 'n " . : 

Location information 

NGR: SJ77635830 cccu'"le I Mop; SJ75NE 

Site name & location: Row of cottages, east of Sun Cottages, Hassall Green 

Q, -h<An I E){umt of site (OS): -;/ 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals; 

The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
corridor of the M6 by approximately 30m, resulting i n  the demolition of these 
buildings. 
Grade of site: ArchBeoloQictJ� impact: Overall adverse impact: 
Medium Major SUbstantial 

Mitigation: 

Tl1ese struclures would require further analysi3 and/or dotoilcd rec ording in 
advance of their destruction. This work would be undertaken as part of the 
programme of Phase 1 works, with further Phase 2 works if required. 

c.:'WPWi!'Mr�h\r'ne""tiWiI.3\.t��lx.1 1:J\ed\1 
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SITE 3/20 

AREA 1 3  

Concordance details 

11 I I I 11 " �w'n '"u, I NAn NO: n n / V d I I 11 
Location information 

NGR: SJ 7 7 1 0 60 1 5-SJ 7 8 1 25942 l inear Map: SJ76SE, 

SJ75NE 

: , S;,. no"," 11< loco,;on: Possible course of King Street Roman road , east of Sandbach 

Po"sh: Betchton I Extent of site (OS): 

Effects and mitigation 

Eff�c:ts of the proposals: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would involve the contrustion of a 
new bridge over the motorway and the extension of the existing structure to the 
soum DY approXimatelY .:5um on eaner Slue 01 llle 'VIO ill llli� ''''". , ,... . , ,��c I 

geophysical survey, as recommended in the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) 
Volume 2 Special ist Report, has been carried out. However, approximately half of 
the survey area was disturbed or obscured by the magnetic effect of modern 
services or ferrous objects in the soil. No significant a no ma lies were recorded, but 
their presence cannot be ruled out. 

Grade of site: Arc"�Mlogical impact: Overall I!Idverse impact! 

Low Moderate Slight 

Mitig.liltiQn: 
Phase 1 geophysical survey complete. Further trial trenching work would be 
carried out within the proposed construction and landscaping corridor in advance 
of a ny disturbance of this s ite to assess its extent and im portance. This work 
would be undertaken as part of the programme of Phase 1 archaeological works. 
Further Phase 2 or 3 works would follow as appropriate. 

c:\wp'f'l I(J\lIrch\ma\st�!!3\.ll'Pendix. 1 b\�\ 7 



Concordance details 

11 SMR No, 

Location information 

I NAR No; 

NGR, SJ77456055 ctJl1lrlltJ 

Appendix 1 page 2 2  

SITE 3/23 
AREA 1 4  

I SAM No: I LB No: 

I Mw SJ76SE 

Site name & loc.,;on, Brick kiln (site of) (field names), south-east of Prism Ball Bank, 
8etchton Heath 

P.';sh, Betchton I Extent of sill!: (OS): 4358 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposBls� 

The construction and landscaping proposals, which would involve a new bridge 
over the motorway and the extension of the Bxisting structure by approximately 
30m to the north, will have a major im pact on this site. The landscaping works 
will also involve the grading out of the embankment over a l l  of the site. A Phase 1 
geo physical survey, as recommended i n  the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) 
Volume 2 Specialist Report, has been carried out, revealing no significant features. 
However, approximately one third of the survey area was obscured by the 
magnetic effect of modern services and ferrous objects in the soil. 

Gr.ad� of site: Archaeological impact: OVerall sdverso impact: 
... .  .. . 

Mitigation: 

Phase 1 geophysical survey complete. This site would be subject to a Phase 3 
watching brief. undertaken in advance of  construction works, to record any items 
of archaeological interest that might be revealed. 

f:�'WP\lltin\er!ih\m6\w''''iiI.�\ ... ppendill. 1 b\tld\7 
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No, 

Location information 

1 NAR No: 

I SITE 3/25 

1 SAM No: 

NGR: SJ77506040-SJ 77556072 linear 

Appendix 1 page 23 

I 

1 LB No: 

1 Map' SJ76SE 

5;'0 name & loca!;on: Forme r course of Reynolds Lane, Betchton Heath 

Pad'h' Sand bach, Betchton 1 ExtOrit of site (OS): 

Effects and mitigation 

�ffBctB of the proposals: 

The proposals would have a slight impact on this low grade site, widening the 
existing eastern corridor of the M6 by a p proximately 30m. However, no 
significant archaeological deposits are associated with this site. 

Grade of site: Archaeological impact: Ovcr�1I adverss impact: 
Low Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 

This site would be subject to a Phase 3 watching brief, undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
revealed. 
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SITE 3/26 

AREA 1 5  

Concordance details 

11 � .. " � . I /JAR No: I SAM No: I LB No; 

Location information 

NOR: SJ77536085 centred I M'r: SJ76SE 

Site name & location; Ivy Cottage Farm, Reynolds Lane 

.;;:'::': ,. r.d.h: Sand bach l Extent of site (OSJ: 
-

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of tt'l� proposals: 

The proposals, which would involve widening the Bxisting eastern corridor of the 
MS by approximately 40m, will have a moderate impact on this medium grade site, 
resulting in the demolition of some of the outbuildings, 

Grade of site: Archaeological impact; uverslI aoverse In'lpi!tC[: 

Medium Moderate Moderate 

Mitigation: 
These structures would require fl.lrther ",n",ly"i" Rnn/or riemiled recording in 
advance of their destruction. This work would be undertaken as part of the 
programme of Phase 1 works, with further Phase 2 works if required. 

- -
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No, 

Location information 

1 NAR No: 

NGR: SJ76706200 centred 

I 

Appendix 1 page 25 

SITE 4/1 0 I 

1 SAM No: 1 LB No: 

J Map: 
Site nome ,. location: Park (field names). north of Park House 

P.tish: Sandbach , Extent of sito (OS): 7000 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

The proposals, which would involve the creation of slip roads, roundabouts and 
associated landscaping works through this area, wil l  have a slight impact on this 
low grade site, However, no significant archaeological de posits are associated 
with this site. 

Grade of site; Archaeological impcct: Ovcttdl advar-sB Impaot: 

Low Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 

No further action. 

�� \wpwin\.r!ih\m6�ttQ4113\lIIppendix. 1 b\40L'j\7 
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Concordance details 

11 SMR Noo 

Location information 

I NAR No: 

NGA: SJ76556285 centred 

I 

Appendix 1 page 26 

SITE 4{1 8 I 

I SAM No: 1 LB No: 

1 Map: SJ76SE 

Site: name & location: Windmill (site of) (field namel. west of Brindley Green 

Parish: Brereton I Extent of .;te 10S); 6279 (partl 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects or tha proposals: 
The construction and landscaping proposals would have a moderate impact on this 
low grade site. widening the existing eastern corridor of the M6 by approximately 
40m.  However. no significant archaeological deposits are associated with this 
site. 

Grade of site: Archaaological impact: Overall adverse imPflct: 

LOw Moderate Slight 

Mitigation: 

This site would be subject to a Phase 3 watching brief. undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
revealed. 
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I SITE 4/26 I 
Concordance details 

�NO' I NAR No, I SAM No, I LB No: 

Location information 

NGR: SJ7588639 5-SJ76046430 linear I Map' SJ76SE 

Slto nom. & location: Former course of Ward's Lane, east of Leahead Farm 

Parish, Bradwall I Extont 01 oita (OSI; 9400 (part), 00 1 3  (part) 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the propossls: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would have a slight impact on this low 
grade site, widening the ex isting eastern corridor of the M6 by approximately 40m. 
However, no significant archaeological de posits are associated with this site. 

Grliloda of site:; Arcl"laaologicsl impact: Overall I;IdvarsB impact: 

LOw Slight Slight 

MitiQlItion: 
This site would be subject to a Phase 3 watching brief, undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items of archaeological interost that might be 
revealed. 
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SITE 4/27 
AREA 1 6  

Concordance details 

� SMR No: 1 NAR No: 1 SAM No: 1 L� No: 11 
Location information 

NG�: SJ76006450 centred I Mop: SJ76SE 

Site name & locetion: Ridge and furrow earth works, north side of Wards Lane 

(t;, po,;." R,,,<iw"lI I Extent of site {OS}: 0034 . 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

The construction proposals, which would involve the creation 01 a new road bridge 
for Ward's Lane over the M6, will have a moderate impact on this medium grade 
site. However, the landscaping proposals also involve the creation of a wooded 
link from the new bridged road to the wood. A Phase 1 earthwork survey, as 
recommended in the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report 
has been carried out. revealing well-preserved ridge and furrow. 

Grade .of site: ArchMologic8Il jmp��t: Overall Hdver�e impact: 
Medium Moderate Slight 

Mitigation: 
It is considered that these earthwork features have been recorded to a satisfactory 
standard (preservation by recoraT ana tnat no Turtrer act ion IS requlrea. 
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SITE 5/03 
AREA 1 7  

Concordance details 

" I I " oovm I ; 

Location information 

N<';H: SJ75556505 centred Mop; SJ76SE, 
SJ76NE 

Sit. nom. & location; Brick kiln (site of) (field name), east of Mooresbarrow Lodge 
P.d.h: Bradwall I Extent of sho (OS): 5800 (part) 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects 01 tho proposals: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would have a slight impact on this 
medium grade site, widening the existing eastern corridor of the M6 by 

, _ . ,  � � ,  _ ... ,..' Y�" " U 'O" VY" ' .  

Grade o f  �itEl; ArchaooloQical impact: Overall adver�e impact: 

Medium Moderate Moderate 

Mitigation: 

Further Phase 1 fieldwalking and trial trenching work, as recommended in the 
Cultural Heritage (Archaeologyl Volume 2 Specialist Report, would be carried out 
within the proposed construction and landscaping corridor in advance of any 
disturbance of this site to assess its extent and importance. This work would be 
undertaken as part of the programme of Phase 1 archaeological works. Further 
Phase 2 or 3 works would follow as ap propriate. 
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 

location information 

1 NAR No: 

NGR : SJ 7 5 2 5 6 5 50 centred 

I 

Appendix 1 page 30 

SITE 5/1 0 I 

1 SAM No: 1 LB No: 

I Map: SJ76NE 

S;'a name & 1000Uoo: Brickworks (site of) and ridge and furrow, Brereton Lane 
Por;.h: Brereton I Extent of .;10 (OS): 2250 (part) 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of thE! proposals: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would have a moderate effect on this 
low grade site, widening the existing eastern corridor of the M6 by approxlmataly 
30m_ 

Grade 01 site; ArchaeologicoIJl ir'nptlct: Over�1I advorse irT'lpal:;t: 

Low Moderate Slight 

Mitigation: 

This site would be subject to a Phase 3 watching brief, undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
revealed . 
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 

Location information 

I NAR No: 

NGR: SJ743 665 centred 

Appendix 1 page 3 1  

SITE 5/1 1 
AREA 1 8  

I SAM No: I lB No: 

1 Map: SJ76NE 
Sit. nom. & location: Saltworks (site of)  (field names), east of Holly Farm 

• C', 
<,- I Extant of site (OS): 

Effects and mitigation 

Effacts of the proposals: 

The construction proposals would have a moderate im pact on this low grade site, 
including the widening of the existing eastern corridor of the M6 by approximately 
30m and the creation of a balancing pond at the south end of the site. The 
landscaping works also involve the grading out the southern side of the existing 
bridge embankment by 30m. A Phase 1 geophysical survey. as recommended in 
the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report. has been carried 
out but most of the surveyed area was obscured by the magnetic effects of 
modern services and parts of the survey were consequently abandoned. 

Grade of site: Archaeological impa(:;t: OVerall �dvBratl Impact: 

Low Moderate Slight 

Mitigation: 

Phase 1 geophysical survey complete. This site would be subject to a Phase 3 
watching brief, undertaken in advance of construction works. to record any items 
of archaeological interest that might be revealed. 
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S ITE 5/1 3 
AREA 1 9  

Concordance details 

II I I I I , , 

Location information 

NGR, SJ74606 6 5 5 .  SJ74756635 centred I M.p, SJ76NW 
$h. name & lo".'ion: Ridge and furrow earthworks around Hil l  and Primrose Farms 

Parish, Sproston I Exten' of si'. (OS): 723 1 , 6056 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
eastern corridor of the M6 and association land landscaping works by 
approximately 20m. A 
� . .  " ' I  A _'"' 

Phase 1 earthwork survey. as recommended in the 
\I�I. ., C', ' - ' ;  0 ho"" ... ""ion ""t �v"u, G O  " '"  '7� . d "  � • • 

This revealed ridge and furrow. which had been disturbed by previous activity in 
proposed widening corridor, 

Grade of site; Archaeological irnpoltct: Overall adverSE!! impact: 

Medium Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 
Phase 1 earthwork survey complete. It is considered that these earthwork 
fe�tures have been recorded to a satisfactory standard (preservation by record) 
and that no further action is required, 

. .  
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 

location information 

I 

I NAR No: 

NGR: SJ74006780 centred 

SITE 6/0 1 I 

I SAM No: 

Site nama & location, Bradwall wharf (site of), Cranage 

Pa,ish: Cranage I Extant of 5itc:l (OS): 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects ef the propos61s: 

Appendix 1 page 3 3  

1 LB No: 

I Map' SJ76NE 

1 000 (part) 

The proposals, which might involve reinforcing the present course of the River 
Dane to prevent further erosion, will have a slight impact on this low grade site, 

Chad", of sit€l: Archaeological impact: Ovcl'tllI adverse impact: 

low Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 

This site would be subject to a Phase 3 watching brief, undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
reve1!led.  

'::\wpwin\lIrch\m/3\lIlage3UiP5I"1"Id1:(, 1 b\l!d\7 
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SITE 6/03 
AREA 20 

Concordance details 

" I I I 11 o'�n "' u o  .. K n  "U. 

Location information 

NGHo SJ73906805, SJ7405G81 5 centred I M"p, SJ76NW 
Site name & 10C01;ono Ridge and furrow earth works, south of Mill  Lane Farm 

D, '.h • I E".n' ol .i,. (n�" !'l 1  0 0 ,  00 1 3 . 1 1 28 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals:: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would involve widening the existing 
western side of the M6 by approximately 40m. A Phase 1 earthwork survey, as 
recommended in the Cultural He ritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report, 

• • &. .. • -t .  ' "  '," , . ' .... ' "V� ' v , . 

Grade of site: Archaeological impact: Overall adverse impact; 

Medium Slight Slight 

MitigatIOn: 

Phase 1 earthwork survey complete. It is considered that these earthwork 
features have been recorded to a satisfactory standard (preservation by record) 
and that no further action is required. 

1::\WpWln\6fChlme\,tlt8CI.�\ .. p�ndilC. 1 b\�d\7 
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SITE 6/04 
AREA 2 1  

Concordance details 

11 I : I .. ,,_. l a  11 

Location information 

NGR: SJ740069 1 0 centred I Mop' SJ76NW 
Sit. narn. & locot;on, New Farm. Oak Tree Lane 

�\ P.,;.h, Cranage J Extent of site (OS): 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

The proposals. whieh would involve widening the existing western corridor of the 
M6 by approximately 30m. will have a major impact on this site. resulting in the 
demOlition of the farmhouse and sOme of the outbuildings. 

Grtld" of site: Arcnaeological impact: Overall tldverse impact; 
Medium Major Substantial 

< .. MitigatiQn: 

, These structures wOlJld require further analysis and/or detailed recording in 
advance of their destruction. This work would be undertaken as part of the 
programme of Phase 1 works, with further Phase 2 works if required. 

1P;\wpwin\.rCh\ma,*TillltI • .3\epp.r"K'Ii�. 1 b\ed\' 
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SITE 6/06 
AREA 2 2  

Concordance details 

11 J : 1 <  .... ,, : I , �  " 

Location information 

NGR: SJ739 26945 accurate I Mop: SJ76NW 
Site name & location: Building. north of New Farm 

!.':,;,�� p, - I Extant af .ita fOSI: 9245 (oartl 

Effects and mitigation 

EffE:lcts 01 the proposals: 

The proposals. which would involve widening the existing western corridor of the 
M6 by approximately 30m. will have a major im pact on this site. resulting in its 
demolition. 

Grade of site: Arohaeological impact: Over'sll adverse impact: 
Med i um Major Substantial 

Mitigation: 

These structures would rcquire further analysis and/or detailed recording in 
advance of their destruction. This work would be undertaken as part of the " '  
programme of Phase 1 works. with further Phase 2 works if required. 

'k 
. I;:� 
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 

Location information 

1 NAR NQ: 

I SITE 6/09 

1 SAM No: 

NGR: SJ739069 50-SJ 736 1 70 1  0 linear 

Appendix 1 page 37 

I 

1 LB No: 

Map: SJ77SW, 
SJ76NW 

Sit. nome & looation: Former course of King's Lane, Warrington Common 

Parish: Cranage I Extent or site (OS): 

Effects and mitigation 

Efhu::t� of the proposals: 

The proposals would have a slight impact on this low grade site, widening the 
existing western corridor of the M6 by approximately 30m. However, no 
significant archaeological deposits ars associated with this site. 

Grade of site: Archaeological impe.ct: Overall adverse impEIIGt; 
Low Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 

This site would be subjcct to a Phase 3 watching brief. undertaken in edv"n"" nf 
construction works, to  record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
revealed. 

c;:\wpwin\.a' .. h\m6'\111:t4g.,!n�pendil(. 1 bled\7 
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 

Location information 

I 

I SITE 6/1 4 I 

NAR No: R R 700 I 5AM No: 

NGR: SJ730070 9 5-SJ73907250 linear 

Sh. nam. & loootion: Presumed course of Roman road, 8508 1 

Parish: Allostock I Ext�nt of $ite {OS.: 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposals: 

Append ix 1 page 38 

I LB No: 

I Map: ��77SW 

Thc propo�()I$ would have a slight impact on this low grade site. wirlp.ning the 
existing western corridor of the M6 by approximately 30m.  

Gr�de o f  site: Art>hae'ological impact: Overall advcmi:E\ impact; 

Low Slight Slight 

MitigBti(Jn� 

This site would be subject to a Phase 3 watching brief, undertaken in advance of 
construction works, to  record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
revealed. 

c;:\Y'lpwin\,wc;h\m 6\�tag!!3\IIPP1!1I'1di)C. 1 �1,ed\7 
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I SITE 7/0 1 I 
Concordance details 

SMR No: I NAR NO: I SAM No: I \..8 No; 
Location information 

NGR: SJ7320 7 1 93·SJ73627201 linear I Map: SJ7 7SW 

Sit. noma & location: Former course of road, north of Washlane Farm 

Parish: Allostock Extant o' sito IOS): 5800 (partl. 3900 (part), 
"". 

2 1 00 (part) : .. �. , 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the prop0!;i:sls: 

The proposals would have a slight impact on this low grade site, widening the 
existing western corridor of the M6 by approximately 30m. However, no 
significant archaeological deposits are associated with this site. 

Grade: of site: Archaeological impact: Overall aaverSB ImpaCt: 

Low Slight Slight 

Mitigation: 
This site would be subjeot to a Phase 3 watching brief. llnriArtllken in advance of 
construction works, to record any items of archaeological interest that might be 

.:(- revealed. 
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I SITE 7/06 I 
Concordance details 

SMR No: 1 NAR No: I SAM No: I l6 No: 11 
Location information 

NGR: SJ732873 1 0-SJ73427295 linear I Map: SJ77SW 

Sit. name & location: Former course of Baker's Lane, east of Hulme Farm 

tr Pa,;ah: Nether Peover I Extent of si.a (OS): 3 300 (part). 1 900 (part) 

Effects and mitigation 

Effects of the proposalB: 

The construction and landscaping proposals would have a slight impact on this low 
grade site, widening the existing western corridor of the M6 by approximately 
50m .  However, n o  significant archaeological deposits are associated with this 
site. 
Grade of site : Archae ological impact: Overall adver�t3 impact: 
Low Sl ight Slight 

Mitigation: 
This site would be Subject to a PIlijs8 3 wClLching brief. undertaken in advance of 
construction works , to record any items of archaeological interest that might be 
revealed. 

'c 
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Concordance details 

11 SMR No: 

location information 

I NAR No' 

NGR: SJ675 830 centred 

SITE 1 1 /03 
AREA 23 

I SliM f'Q: 

Sit. n""'. ,. loeotlon: Sink Moss area of wetland 

P.,lsh: Higrr '-"!I", I'<T1 . I Extent of :site (oS}; 

Effe cts and mitigation 

Effll:lc.tl!l of tho pfopo'!ZA1�� 

Appendix 1 page 4 1  

I �B No: 

r Map: SJ68SE .-

The construction and landscaping proposals would havtJ " moderoto impact on this 
high grade site, widening the existing western corridor of the M6 by approximately 
40m. However. the nature of the archaeological evidence means that the spatial 
extent and Significance of this high grade site has not been determined. 

Grade of site: Archaeological impact: Overall l!Idverse impact: 
High Moderate Moderate? 

Mitigation: 
Further Phase 1 environmental sampling and trial trenching work, as recommended 
in the Cultural Heritage (Archaeology) Volume 2 Specialist Report, would be 

:_-' ". within the oroposed construction and landscaping corridor in advance 
of any disturbance of this site to assess ,ts extent 'mu ;II.!'", ,a, T> :� 'Mn.k 
would be undertaken as part of the programme of Phase 1 archaeological works. 
Further Phase 2 or 3 works would follow as appropriate. 
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